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Touche, Ross started work on the concept described
in this article in 1962 as a result of the research that
went into Richard Sprague's book, Electronic Business
Systems and Jesse Lynch's work on bank customer services. This culminated in the presentation of the SAVE
concept at the Bank Presidents' Conference, January 31,
1966.
It is the opinion of our firm that this is a compelling
idea which must be considered in some depth in the
long-range planning of large financial institutions, retailers, computer manufacturers, and many other organizations.
We do not say that the SAVE concept is inevitable
or that it will emerge within any specific period of time.
We recognize it as an idea which may have far-reaching
effects on our entire economy and which may be one of
the most revolutionary ideas of this decade.
We take great pride in having been one of the major
contributors to the development of this concept.

A System i
for Automatic:
Value Exchange
by Richard E. Sprague
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Electronic systems can no longer be regarded as mysterious instruments used only by highly trained specialists. No longer will we be affected merely indirectly by
them through a computer-generated bill from a department store or a telephone company. Very soon we will
be "talking to" computers and they will be responding—
by voice, in some cases.
Information handling by electronic systems is already
showing its impact upon the changing business world.
The potential of systems in business is being realized now
and will continue to influence our lives. Direct confrontation with computers demands that we understand not
only how they work but how they will benefit numerous
financial transactions which occur during a month as
well.
The automatic credit transfer concept is perhaps one
of the most exciting utilizations of computers, data
communications, and information systems being discussed today. The concept is a familiar one, assuming
such names as checkless banking, or financial and credit
information utility, among others. In one form or
another, it has been in the forefront of thinking, planning and experimentation of leading banking institutions.
Until recently, it has always been considered as having
only long range potential at best. But, quite to the contrary, this concept could become an implemented reality
much more quickly than has been previously thought.
All the technology required for such a system exists
today. The national airline reservation system, the increasing use of credit cards, and the overdraft loan
service of certain banks all attest to the acceptance of
portions of the concept. In this article we shall examine
these components and their combined functions in what
we have named a System for Automatic Value Exchange, or SAVE for short.
As an example of an imaginary SAVE in operation,
let us see how Mr. Jack Smith might purchase a vacuum
cleaner in the appliance department of Universal Retail
Store, Inc. The cost is, say, $53.00.
First, the salesperson inserts Mr. Smith's SAVE card
in an on-line transactor directly connected to a computer.
The on-line transactor is the successor to the cash
register.
Next, the clerk inserts the sales media under the
imprinting device and depresses the start key to begin
the entry process. A computer generated automatic voice
answerback instructs her to depress the enter key.
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The enter key is then depressed. The computer replies
over the phone: "Verify: Jack Smith, 1421 Adam
Avenue, age 40, blue eyes, red hair, 5'11", 176 pounds."
The salesperson presses the verify key indicating valid
identification. Automatic voice answerback tells her to
"enter purchase price". She keys in the amount of
$53.00. T h e computer responds with "amount $53.00,"
as a verification of proper keying. The computer file on
Mr. Smith is then checked. In this case Mr. Smith is
neither delinquent nor overlimit, and the computer
therefore immediately responds: "purchase authorized."
T h e transactor under computer direction then imprints
the transaction and ejects the sales media for signature.
T h e sales person then tears off the customer's copy and
hands it to him. At the same time, an automatic transfer
takes place between the accounts of the customer and
the store, and is reflected immediately in their account
balances in their respective banks.
This example provokes some questions. Is SAVE
really going to evolve in the foreseeable future, and, if
so, is the above illustration typical of the form that
checkless-cashless banking will take? Let us examine
these questions by taking a critical look at the prospects
for the SAVE concept. T o do this, we must define the
objectives of SAVE somewhat more precisely, see what
trends we find today, and then attempt to assess the
proper and ultimate role of banks in SAVE and the way
in which this future role might change existing relationships.
The core feature of the SAVE concept is that the
exchange of money and credit for goods and services
can take place independently of checks and currency
Or other tangible evidences of value. If Professor Martin
Greenberger of M I T is right when he says that "money
is information," then the growing abstraction of value
since the barter system of exchange should continue—
not stop; continue even beyond the use of the credit
card as a license to buy—even beyond a universal identity
number on a social security card.
T h e system of exchange as we know it today would
be changed by SAVE in a very basic way: payment
would occur as the first rather than the last step in
the normal clearing process. Today, actual collection of
funds follows a credit purchase by as much as seven or
more interest-free weeks.
In contrast to this, SAVE would operate as follows:
at the time a transaction with a customer is taking place,
say at 10:05 a.m., at that moment—10:05

a.m.—an

automatic transfer of funds between the accounts of
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the customer and the merchant is accomplished by the
computer.
The purpose of all this is straightforward: to obtain
the great economic advantages that would stem from
providing rapid and paperless financial settlements
among the elements in a community involved in buying I
and selling and debtor-creditor relationships. More specifically it would dramatically decrease float and it would
eliminate the need for much currency, keeping the value
it represents invested. In the absence of other countervailing influences it would tend to increase the number
of deposits and loans because, to the extent that SAVE
is successful traditional accounts receivable would appear
instead as additional cash, and accounts payable might
well become instead short-term loans. This is a major •
impact of SAVE's immediate settlement of routine
obligations.
The typical SAVE transaction would not be a credit
transaction as we know it at all; it would be in effect
a money transaction, although not involving cash or
checks at the point of sale. No merchant in his right
mind would refuse to accept money as we have defined
it, even if it is not in the tangible form of cash. The ?
merchant and consumer must forget everything they
have thought about money, (a piece of paper with a
picture of George Washington on it) and remember
what money really is; n a m e l y — I N F O R M A T I O N about
value due.
The consumer would be concerned primarily by three
things: the cost to him of using SAVE, its convenience,
and the fact that automatic payments may enforce inflexibility in the way he schedules payments to conform
with income periods. The consumer, who today lives
close to the cuff, would not be able to rely on check
float or delays in billing and payment to cover cash
shortages. Automatic overdraft arrangements can be
made with the bank; those consumers who qualify for
a line of overdraft SAVE credit, will have then an excellent substitute for float. This overdraft feature will
be discussed in detail later.
Before we examine some of the functional components
of a SAVE system, let us look at some influential factors
that have emerged which account for the trend toward
its eventual realization.
First, while the economy has been expanding at a
tremendous rate, the use of banking services such as
demand deposit accounts is expanding even faster, as
seen in Figure 1. Indeed at present rates of accelerating
growth, check clearings will more than double in ten
years.
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Secondly, since World War I I , banks have been under
continuing pressure from competing institutions and
their own customers to provide a variety of new customer services, both for businesses and individuals. An
automatic financial clearing process such as SAVE can
be viewed in part as an extension of this trend. Moreover, it has so many ramifications in other parts of the
bank's business that it must be viewed not merely as a
new service and a new source of profit, but as dramatically supportive of the traditional loan and deposit
relationships of the bank.
Thirdly, of course, is the technological feasibility of
SAVE as a result of major industry advances. T h e technology involved in SAVE which combines computers,
communications, and special terminal devices is implemented in and familiarly illustrated by the American
Airlines reservation system known as SABRE.
Fourthly, is the emergence within banks and the organizations with whom banks deal of professional systems
people of a new breed, who are not limited in their
thinking by the traditional boundaries of their trade. As
business relationships change, as new techniques come
to the fore, these professionals are pressuring -their own
managements to exploit the opportunities arising from
the technological fallout taking place now almost daily.
Fifthly, is the explosive growth in personal and installment credit. T h e growth, universal acceptance, and
use of credit by individuals is well known to bankers
and retailers. Today, there is a growing need for control in the extension and use of personal credit. Banks
JUNE,
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have a major opportunity in the short-term consumer
credit, directly and indirectly. The costs, the number
too frequently true that an individual's multiple credit
lines are controlled by nothing other than his own good
sense. Banks have a responsibility in this since they
ultimately underwrite the extension of much of this
credit, directly and indirectly. T h e mosts, the number
of accounts, the cards, the statements mailed, credit
checks, etc., are multiplying in a seemingly profligate
and unnecessarily burdensome way.
In summary, we believe these five basic factors constitute not only a trend, but an economically sound support
for the emergence of SAVE. Therefore, it is clear that
banks of all sizes must do everything in their power to
begin to establish themselves more firmly at the center
of the consumer-merchant-vendor communications channels, and thereby strengthen their relationships among
these major economic sectors.
How would such a system work functionally, if operated by the banks? Looking at the diagram in Figure
2, which shows some of the functional components of
SAVE, it can be seen that the consumer's demand
account is tied into the point of sale in order that the
initial system function—purchase authorization (or verification of the ability to pay) —can be accomplished. If
there is sufficient balance in the account to cover the
amount of the contemplated transaction, authorization
is automatic. If for any reason the purchase cannot
be automatically authorized, and if automatic credit
cannot be extended, a human decision maker enters the
loop in the form of an authorizer who examines the
consumer's credit history as it is automatically displayed
on a cathode ray tube and discusses the problem with
him on the phone before deciding finally to authorize
or refuse. This avoids the impersonal, undignified, and
embarassing "flashing red light" kind of refusal.
If there is insufficient balance in the consumer's account to cover the purchase, credit can be injected
automatically into his account by his bank on the basis
of a prior revolving loan arrangement, provided he was
not delinquent or overlimit. The is SAVE's counterpart
of the traditional retail revolving or option account. T h e
source of these overdrafts may t be a debit made at the
time of sale, or could arise as a result of other kinds of
transactions for which the consumer has authorized
SAVE to make payment, such as utility bills, rent bills,
installment loan payments, automatic savings deposits,
etc.
T h e transfer of money between the accounts of payers
and payees can take place between separate banks, large

monthly rent bill; in others, where the amount would
very as in the case of a utility or phone bill, payment
would be made automatically on presentation up to a
fixed amount. The invoice need not be a visible document, but could equally as well be an electronic communication generated at the payee's premises by his
computer system, if he has one, or by a human being
seated at the keyboard of a billing machine interconnected with SAVE. If SAVE, for any reason, was unable
to make payment upon presentation, notice of non-payment would be immediately transmitted to both parties
for appropriate action.

and small, who are SAVE participants in their communities. Thus, there would no longer be any handling
of foreign items, interbank clearings as such, no float,
no NSF's, no holds, no stops, etc. The transfer would
not generate an accounts receivable, thus eliminating a
major cost to the merchant. A large portion of what are
credit purchases today would be turned into essentially
cash transactions.
When the purchase amount is quite small, or where
non-SAVE subscribers are involved, it would not be
practical to avoid using cash. In order to obtain cash
conveniently, SAVE has to provide for a means of
authorizing the transfer of cash at prescribed locations.
This might be looked upon as a public service to be
performed for the consuming public as a means of keeping a small but essential part of the economy operating.
Automatic bill payment, unlike an unanticipated
transaction requiring authorization at the point and
time of sale, would require some form of preauthorization on the part of the payer. Sometimes such preauthorized payments would be for a fixed amount, like a

Payroll is a primary source of funds for essentially all
consumer activity. Consequently, the payroll process
exerts a key influence over the adequate functioning of
SAVE. If the net pay of a consumer is automatically
credited to his account through the operation of SAVE,
the credit reliability of this individual will become more
firmly established and permit the network to forecast
the flow of funds into his account, thus assuring the
constancy of a consumer's willingness or ability to gen-

• DEMAND DEPOSIT INQUIRY
• OEMAND DEPOSIT
• LOAN AGREEMENT INQUIRY
• CREDIT STATUS INQUIRY
• DEMAND DEPOSIT DEBIT
• DEMAND DEPOSIT DEBIT
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erate funds to cover his economic activities, and enabling SAVE to project that flow and avoid an overlimit situation. The system might offer payroll computation service to those employers who so desire. In any
event, the employer's account would be debited the
total net pay and each employee's account credited with
his net pay.
Often the overdraft revolving-type loan arrangements
to cover short term credit needs of the consumer will
not be suitable for large purchases such as automobiles
or major appliances. These special types of installment
loans would be negotiated by the consumer with the
bank as at present. The proceeds could be credited to
his account and SAVE would see to it that the account
was periodically debited for the installment amount, and
could utilize the overdraft facility for the purposes of
making these installment payments, if necessary.
In the preceding paragraphs we have presented the
integration of all major SAVE functions. T h e central
theme on which this integration is based is the potential
for instantaneous transfer of credits for the majority of
transactions in the community. In order to accomplish
this, we have seen that it is possible and desirable to
eliminate the check, eliminate the deposit, and eliminate
the documentary processes that underlie the generation
of these pieces of paper. We have seen that automatic
value exchange involving a multitude of small transactions requires that verification of the ability to pay be
routinized at the point of sale.
Each element of the SAVE concept seems to lead
naturally and inevitably to the others. For example, it
is difficult to justify the equity in authorizing a transaction without assuming the responsibility for collecting the
obligation incurred by the consumer as a consequence of
the authorization. The authorizer is, in effect, the
guarantor, and as such is performing the equivalent of
financing the retailer, by providing him with immediate
credits. Therefore, these two functions — credit transfer
and purchase authorization — cannot be considered independently.
The revolving overdraft loan is also an essential function. Without this feature — the whole operation of
automatic value exchange may very well grind to a halt
amid a welter of irritations at its inadequacy in meeting
the day-to-day needs of the consumer. Those overdrafts
are a type of lending activity that will make routine consumer activity possible at all times.
Automatic bill payment is also an essential service
ingredient, because of the sheer volume of payments
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involved, because these payments consume a major share
of the consumer's income and because the payments are
almost always today paid by check or money order
rather than cash. But the overriding reason is that if
checks were continued for making payments and were
tendered for major amounts of the consumer's balance,
and if this is the same account balance with which
SAVE operates, then the consumer would have to be
aware at the time of tendering a check that his balance
was adequate.
In other words, the consumer would have to be able
to make an inquiry of the system to obtain current
balance, then subtract outstanding checks not yet presented for payment to obtain available balance. This is
obviously cumbersome and self-defeating. T h e alternative of a checking account separate from his SAVE
account is even more self-defeating. T h e inclusion of
automatic bill .payments is an essential feature to the
satisfactory operation of SAVE.
The major source of funds supporting all consuming
activity is the automatic, periodic payroll deposit. We
have seen that SAVE would operate more soundly if it
were known as a matter of course that the net pay of
its consumers was automatically available at given intervals. If, to the contrary, a consumer might optionally
not deposit his pay, or deposit arbitrary and varying
amounts at arbitrary and varying periods, SAVE would
obviously have to set a lower limit on overdraft credit
to the consumer. T h e consumer, therefore, could retain
final authority over his salary disbursement only at the
expense of reduced flexibility in his other financial and
consuming activities.
T h e interplay of the various SAVE functions provides
a powerful impact in their combined presence — an
impact national in scope. We believe that SAVE will
evolve first on a community by community basis and
that these systems will be ultimately linked together in a
nationwide network. The flow of money, or the exchange
of value, will become smoother with the immediate
settlement of obligations.
The impact of the SAVE concept is obvious; its implementation is possible. The very fact that pieces of the
process are in use today brings immediacy to the reality
of its acceptance and operation. SAVE incorporates and
combines the elements and the features of the financial
and credit utilities which are emerging in today's checkless-cashless society.
The concept deserves careful consideration by those
who will be affected by its implementation.
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At their annual meeting TRB&S partners attended presentations on operational auditing and on-the-job training, held buzz
sessions on office operations, discussed the firm's accounting,
management information and planning control system and
worked on action programs for the coming year. The meeting
was held April 18-20 in Oakbrook, Illinois.

Karney A. Brasfield,

Coffee break finds E. Palmer Tang, Minneapolis, John J. Malkind,
Diego, and Milton M. Gilmore, San Francisco, in good humor.
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Charles A. Blankenburg, Houston, and John F. Keydel, St. Louis, sit back and relax after buzz session.

Stock Redemptions
in Closely-Held Corporations
by Mary J. McCann
Mary J. McCann, manager in the Kansas City office, has been with the
firm since 1954, and has recently received several awards as an outstanding business woman. She is an honoree of Phi Chi Theta, national professional business fraternity for women, and received an award as the
outstanding senior woman in the school of business from the University
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CPAs, Kansas Society of CPAs, American Society of Women Accountants, American Woman's Society of CPAs, and the American
Association
of University Women. Miss McCann received a B.S.B. degree from the
University of Kansas, and is a member of Beta Gamma Sigma.

Capital gain or dividend? This is the first and foremost
question in the mind of a shareholder in a closely-held
corporation who is considering a redemption of stock by
the corporation without complete liquidation of the corporation. If the redemption is considered to be a distribution in payment in exchange for the stock, he will be
taxed on the gain, if any, at capital gain rates. But if it
is not considered to be a distribution in exchange for
stock, the tax consequences may be extremely costly. The
proceeds of the redemption, not just the gain, would then
be taxed as a dividend to the extent of the current year's
or the accumulated "earnings and profits" (as determined
under the Internal Revenue Code) at ordinary income
rates. "Earnings and profits" as determined under the
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Internal Revenue Code may be drastically different from
the corresponding amounts in the corporation's records.
T h e Internal Revenue Code provides in general that a
redemption is to be treated as an exchange unless it is
essentially equivalent to a dividend [Section 302(b) (1)]Are there any tests for determining with assurance that
a stock redemption by a closely-held corporation will be
treated as an exchange of stock? In addition to the general provision, the Internal Revenue Code within its
framework provides for stock redemptions in the following situations to be considered as exchanges of stock if
the qualifying requirements are met:
(1) substantially disproportionate redemption [Section 3 0 2 ( b ) ( 2 ) ]
THE
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(2) substantially disproportionate redemption
tion 302(b) (3)]

[Sec-

(3) redemption in amount of death taxes and funeral
and administrative expenses (Section 303)
(4) partial liquidation (Section 346)
In order to obtain the capital gain advantage of one of
these four situations, the shareholder's ability to meet the
definite requirements of the statute must be carefully
determined. It must also be determined that capital gain
treatment would not be denied because of the collapsible
corporation provisions in Section 341.
Substantially

Disproportionate

Redemption

T h e shareholder must meet all three of these requirements in order for the redemption to be substantially
disproportionate:
(1) the percentage of the corporation's voting stock
actually and constructively owned immediately
after the exchange must be less than 80% of what
it was before the exchange;
(2) if any of the outstanding common stock of the
corporation is nonvoting, the percentage of the
corporation's common stock owned actually and
constructively immediately after the exchange
must be less than 80% of what it was before the
exchange; and
(3) the shareholder must own, actually and constructively, less than 50% of the corporation's voting
stock immediately after the redemption.
Note that a redemption of nonvoting preferred could
not meet these requirements, but a redemption of nonvoting preferred (other than Section 306 stock) made
simultaneously with a qualifying redemption will be
treated as an exchange. A redemption of all the stock of
one class would not be disproportionate, and neither
would a redemption of the same percentage of each
holder's shares.
T h e amount of stock which must be redeemed in order
to make the redemption substantially disproportionate
may make it impossible to effect. It might be made possible by first arranging a recapitalization under which
some of the voting common is exchanged for nonvoting
common so as to reduce the shareholder's percentage of
voting common.
The catch in this situation is often the constructive
ownership of stock brought about by the attribution of
ownership rules (Section 318). The requirements refer in
each case to the percentage of stock owned actually and
constructively. A redeeming shareholder would be conJUNE,
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sidered to own constructively the stock owned by his
spouse, parents, children and grandchildren — but not
that owned by his brothers, sisters or grandparents. It is
less obvious but just as important that the shareholder
should constructively own his proportionate share of the
stock owned by a partnership in which he is a partner, by
an estate or trust of which he is a beneficiary, and by
another corporation if he owns 50% or more in value of
the latter corporation's stock, as well as stock which he
has an option to acquire.
Example: A owns 40 shares; B (unrelated) owns 60
shares; total outstanding, 100 shares. If the corporation
should redeem 12 shares from A, the result would be a
substantially disproportionate redemption. A would own
less than 32% after the redemption (less than 80% of
40%) and would own less than 50% of the voting stock
outstanding.
If the situation was the same except that B (unrelated) owns 30 shares and C (A's son) owns 30 shares,
the corporation would have to redeem 21 shares in order
for A to meet the test of owning less than 50% of the
voting common after the redemption. After the redemption of 21 shares, A would own actually 19 shares and
constructively 30 shares or a total of 49 shares.
In the application of the attribution rule, there is no
double attribution of stock, e.g., a father constructively
owns stock owned by his son but not stock owned by his
daughter-in-law. A carefully planned gift to a brother,
sister or in-law where no direct attribution would be
made might make possible a substantially disproportionate redemption. Gifts of stock which would aggravate the
attribution problem should be weighed carefully.
Complete

Termination

of Interest

Another statutory avenue to capital gain treatment is
the complete termination of a shareholder's interest.
Here the family attribution rules do not apply in determining whether all of a shareholder's stock has been
acquired, provided that he meets certain other requirements. However, the attribution from partnerships,
estates, trusts and corporations still applies in determining whether a shareholder has completely divested himself of his interest.
A shareholder will be considered to own the stock
owned by his spouse, children, grandchildren and parents
unless immediately after the redemption he has no interest in the corporation, other than as a creditor; he
acquires no such interest for ten years after the redemption; and he files an agreement with the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue to notify the latter if he acquires
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such an interest within ten years. "Interest" includes an
interest as an officer, director or employee. This agreement in effect extends the statute of limitations on this
particular transaction for a ten-year period.
If any part of the stock redeemed was acquired by the
taxpayer within ten years before the redemption from a
family member included in the attribution rules or if the
family member acquired stock from the shareholder during the ten-year period and avoidance of Federal income
tax was the principal purpose of either acquisition, the
constructive ownership rules relating to family members
apply. For this reason, and others, where a gift is made
to a family member for a purpose other than tax avoidance, it is wise at the time of the gift to document the
reasons for which the gift is made. This provision closes
the loophole which would exist in cases where a shareholder has given stock to his wife in the last ten years
and all the wife's stock is redeemed. Redemption of the
related person's stock at the time would remove this
problem.
The attribution of ownership between an estate and a
beneficiary of the estate may cause problems to an estate
desiring to come under the substantially disproportionate
redemption rules. If the beneficiary is to receive a specific bequest of the stock, the executor may break the
attribution chain by distributing the stock before the
stock redemption. However, if the beneficiary is a residuary legatee, there is no way available to dispose of the
attribution of ownership.
Although a series of redemptions which in the aggregate would completely terminate the shareholder's interest would not qualify, a contract to purchase all the
shareholder's stock for a certain amount with payment to
be made in installments would seem to qualify as a complete termination. The shareholder's remaining interest
under the contract would be that of a creditor. However,
if the payment is contingent upon the earnings of the
corporation, the shareholder's interest would not be that
of a creditor.
Redemption to Pay Death Taxes and
Funeral and Administration
Expenses
This provision eases the problem of realizing cash to
pay taxes and expenses in estates where assets are concentrated in one or more closely-held corporations.
It provides that a distribution to a shareholder (not
just the decedent's estate) in redemption of stock which
was includible in a decedent's estate is to be treated as
a distribution in payment of the stock to the extent that
the distribution does not exceed the death taxes and the
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allowable funeral and administrative expenses. Death
taxes include estate, inheritance, legacy and succession
taxes and interest paid on these taxes.
The proceeds of the redemption do not have to be used
to pay these taxes and expenses; in fact, the shareholder
whose stock is redeemed may not have paid the taxes or
expenses. Thus, Section 303 may apply with respect to a
distribution in redemption of stock from a donee to
whom the decedent has transferred stock in contemplation of death under Section 2035, or from a surviving
joint tenant. Similarly, Section 303 may apply to the
redemption of stock from a beneficiary of the estate to
whom an executor has distributed such stock pursuant to
the terms of the decedent's will. However, a redemption
from a shareholder who has acquired the stock by gift or
purchase from any person to whom such stock has passed
from the decedent will not qualify. Nor will a redemption from stockholder who has acquired the stock from
the executor in satisfaction of a specific monetary bequest.
In order for the stock to qualify for this kind of redemption, the value of the stock owned by the decedent
in the corporation must constitute more than 35% of the
value of the gross estate as determined for Federal estate
tax purposes or more than 50% of the value of the taxable estate (gross estate less allowable deductions and
exemption) as determined for Federal estate tax purposes. T h e statutory period for making the redemption is
approximately four and one half years after death or
longer under certain conditions.
The benefits of Section 303 can apply to the redemption of the stock referred'to in the Code as "Section 306
stock" which is usually preferred stock received either as
a nontaxable stock dividend or in a transaction in which
no gain or loss is recognized. Its disposition, except where
it was includible in an estate and qualifies for redemption under Section 303, is governed by the provisions of
Section 306.
Problems arise in determining that the 35% or 50%
test of ownership has been met. The amounts of the gross
estate and taxable estate may change significantly during
the administration of an estate because: (1) the valuation of closely-held stock is frequently the source of controversy unless the value is restricted by an agreement
between the decedent and the corporation; (2) assets not
originally considered to be included in the gross estate,
such as gifts determined to be in contemplation of death
and trusts established by the decedent while living, may
be determined later to be includible in the gross estate;
and (3) the Internal Revenue Service audit may result
in a change in the amount of allowable deductions.
THE
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If possible, it is advisable to postpone the redemption
until after the Federal estate tax return has been audited
by the Internal Revenue Service, and the value of the
stock being considered for redemption, the gross estate,
and the taxable estate can be definitely established.
Otherwise, in determining whether stock qualifies for this
type of redemption, allowance should be made for the
effect of the various factors which might cause the percentages of ownership to change.
Because of the broad application of Section 303 to all
redemptions of such stock which was includible in the
gross estate for purposes of computing the Federal estate
tax, wise planning is essential. It is important to ascertain
whether any other redemptions of the stock have been
made or are contemplated by legatees, heirs or donees of
the decedent, a surviving joint tenant or trustee of a trust
created by the decedent. These redemptions may count
in determining how much stock, if any, may be redeemed
by the estate under the benefit of this Section. The statute does not provide for the manner in which redemptions are to be applied against the "redemption allowance"—whether chronological order or redemption from
an estate shall be considered first. Any redemption proceeds in excess of the "redemption allowance" might be
taxed as a dividend.
In making such a redemption, the corporation might
consider distributing appreciated property rather than
cash. The estate's basis of the stock and the value of the
property should be approximately the same, resulting in
no gain or loss to the estate. The corporation should
have no gain from the distribution of the appreciated
property as long as it does not distribute L I F O inventory, installment obligations, property subject to a liability in excess of basis or real estate or personal property
with respect to which gain would be reportable under
Section 1245 or Section 1250. Such a distribution should
be planned with caution since the Internal Revenue
Service has been contending with some success that certain distributions of property with unrealized income
potential are taxable to the corporation under the
"assignment of income doctrine."
Partial

Liquidations

A stock redemption which qualifies under the partial
liquidation rules is considered to be a distribution in
payment for stock. We are concerned here only with the
rules which pertain to a corporation which is continuing
in business and redeeming part of its stock. Usually under
these circumstances, the corporation discontinues or sells
part of its business, it has cash and assets which are no
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longer required for its reduced business activity and it
distributes cash a n d / o r assets to its shareholders in redemption of a portion of its outstanding stock.
A distribution in partial liquidation is defined in Section 346 as one which:
(1) is not essentially equivalent to a dividend;
(2) is made in redemption of part of stock pursuant
to a plan; and
(3) occurs within taxable year in which plan is
adopted or the succeeding year.
A distribution shall be treated as a partial liquidation
if the following requirements outlined in the Code are
met:
(1) the distributing corporation must have been engaged in at least two businesses;
(2) the business discontinued and at least one other
business must have been conducted for at least
five years immediately preceding the distribution;
(3) the business terminated and at least one other
business must not have been acquired in the five
years immediately preceding the distribution in a
transaction in which gain or loss was recognized
in whole or in part; and
(4) one of the active businesses must, have been distributed in kind or one of the businesses must
have been sold and proceeds of the sale distributed.
The distribution does not have to be made pro rata
among the shareholders. There are no restrictions as to
the type of stock which may be redeemed.
T h e partial liquidation stock redemption escapes the
attribution of ownership problems which hamper redemption under other sections. It may provide the means
of redeeming Section 306 stock at capital gain advantage.
It may permit the distribution of assets without the corporate tax which would have been created under other
sections.
Other

Redemptions

If a redemption cannot fit into any of the situations
already outlined, its taxable status will then depend upon
the facts and circumstances. Any redemption which is
not essentially equivalent to a dividend is considered under the general rule of Section 302 to be a distribution
in payment for stock. Determining this from the facts
and circumstances is difficult since there are no affirmative rules to apply in making the decision.
If the effect of a redemption is to distribute accumulated earnings without the formal declaration of a dividend, the distribution in redemption of the stock will
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probably be construed to be a dividend unless all the
facts indicate otherwise. Some of the principal factors
which indicate that the redemption proceeds are taxable
as ordinary income are pro rata redemption from all
shareholders of the same class, existence of large accumulated earnings and a history of meager dividend payments, redemption initiated by the shareholder rather
than by the corporation and redemption of stock issued
as stock dividend in tax-free recapitalization. Some of
the factors which indicate that a distribution in redemption is not a dividend are redemption not pro rated
among shareholders, decline in the corporation's working capital needs, and acquisition of stock to make it
available to key employees.
Tax Court cases have developed the general rule that
if both the issuance and the redemption of stock were
brought about by legitimate business reasons connected
with the business, indicating no tax avoidance motive,
and if the corporation's dividend policy does not evidence a studied attempt to avoid tax, the redemption will
not be considered to be essentially equivalent to a dividend.
Other

Considerations

An indirect redemption of a corporation's stock may
occur through the use of another corporation. If a shareholder who controls brother-sister corporations sells the
stock of one corporation to the other, the sales proceeds
are considered to be a distribution in redemption of the
stock of the acquiring corporation under Section 304 of
the Code. The rules in Sections 302 and 303 are applied
to the holdings in the issuing corporation to determine
whether or not the distribution is to be treated as a dividend of the acquiring corporation.
Likewise, under Section 304, if a subsidiary acquires
stock of its parent corporation from a shareholder of the
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parent corporation, the acquisition of such stock shall be
treated as though the parent corporation had redeemed
its own stock. The rules in Sections 302 and 303 are then
applied to the stock ownership in the parent to determine the taxable status of the redemption. If the distribution does not qualify as an exchange of stock under
either of these sections, the entire amount of the selling
price will be treated as a dividend to the seller to the
extent of the accumulated earnings and profits of the
parent corporation, determined as if the distribution has
been made to it of the property that the subsidiary exchanged for the stock.
A stock redemption agreement which provides for
mandatory redemption of stock by the corporation after
the shareholder's death may cause serious problems. The
required redemption may financially wreck the estate and
heirs if the redemption does not meet the affirmative requirements of Sections 302 or 303. Even if the requirements of Section 303 for redemption to pay taxes and
expenses are met, only part of the redemption proceeds
may be assured the benefit of this section. It would be
preferable for the agreement to give the corporation an
option to purchase within a certain period and to provide
for the purchase by the other stockholders if the option
was not exercised by the corporation. Or the agreement
might be conditioned upon receiving an Internal Revenue Service ruling or opinion of counsel that the redemption would have no adverse tax consequences.
Sound tax planning and advice are the key to the
shareholder's receiving maximum realization from the
redemption of stock in a closely-held corporation. Planning a contemplated redemption to obtain the best tax
advantage is extremely important, but continuous, overall planning, which would give consideration to possible
future redemptions, is even more important and rewarding to the client.
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TRB&S Announces
Cash Awards for Medal Winners
in CPA Exams
A new firm policy offers cash awards to any TRB&S
staff m a n w h o receives special recognition for high
marks in the C P A examination. This achievement will
be recognized as follows:
AICPA*
State
Gold M e d a l W i n n e r
Silver M e d a l W i n n e r
H o n o r a b l e Mention

$1',000
750
250

$500
250
100

Thomas J. Laux is congratulated by Allen C.
Howard, partner in charge of our Chicago office,
as he presents a $500 check on behalf of the firm.
Mr. Laux scored the highest mark in the Illinois
State Society's exam in November and was honored
with a presentation of the Society's Gold Medal. A
junior on our audit staff, he received a B.S. degree
in Business Administration
from Marquette
University and an M.B.A. degree from
Northwestern
University in June of 1965.
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This year there have been two such awards. T h o m a s
J. Laux, from our Chicago office, was presented with
the Illinois State Society's Gold M e d a l .
Paul E. Roche, from our Boston office, received the
Silver M e d a l a w a r d from the Massachusetts State
Society.
*There will be no double awards. A man receiving a check for
an award from the AICPA will not receive a check for his
state award.

Paul E. Roche, a senior in our Integrated Services Department
in Boston, is presented with a
check for $250 from the firm by Hugh Dysart, Jr.,
partner in charge of our Boston office, in recognition
of his achievement in receiving the silver medal
award in the Commonwealth
of
Massachusetts.
Tom graduated from Boston College in February
1963 where he received a B.S. degree in Business
Administration.
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Professors Study Audit-ED
fr
Prominent accounting professors from leading universities gathered
recently to attend Audit-EDP seminars conducted for them by Touche, Ross, Bailey & Smarfc
The meetings, which were patterned after the Audit-EDP training sessionle
developed by the firm for its partners and start3;'
lasted three days and were presented for the professors on two different occasions^
Lectures and discussions were presented by Gregory M. Boni, partner
in charge of the Cleveland office and chairman of the firm's Audit-EDP Committee^
W. Thomas Porter, Dennis E. Mulvihill and Henry J. Rossi
Harry Alverson, vice president of Firth Sterling, was guest speaker
at dinner and described the experiences his company has had in using and auditing the computer!
These seminars, the first of a series, are being presented by TRB&S to give faculty members^
current information which they can use in the classroomfh
(Dc

I

Howard Wright
University of Maryland

lohn C. Williams
iB&S, Washington

John Soha
University of Oregon

Dennis E. Mulvihill
Management Services principal, New York

William Lins
Rutgers University

Raymond J. Revers
Stephen Zeff
Peter Brady
Donald Kieso
partner, Chicago Tulane University University of Notre Dame Northern Illinois University

Raymond E. Perry
TRB&S, Chicago

W. Thomas Porter
TRB&S director-education

)
ATTENDEES AT FIRST SEMINAR
professor

University

Barnes Acklin
Duquesne
lordon Bell Florida Atlantic
'Wer Brady
Notre Dame
herald Brighton
Illinois
parries Bullock
Michigan
%liam Clark Kansas State
grim Cook
Georgia State
lichard Czarnecki
Detroit
%rrill Dilley
Drake
^artin Drebin
DePaul
[red Everett
;3
Western Michigan
jhomasHall Georgia State
1/. Marshall Hebblewhite
Wayne State
jrank Imke
Texas
r
fuji Ijiri
Stanford
Thomas Keller
Duke
(Donald Kieso
Northern Illinois

I

Gregory M. Boni

Harry Alverson

Professor

ATTENDEES AT SECOND SEMINAR
University

Oscar Kriegman
N.Y. U.
Ludwik Kulas North Dakota
William Lins
Rutgers
George Meade
Michigan State
Richard Northrup Ohio State
J.C. Ray
Calif.-State-Long Beach
J. Sefert
Wisconsin-Milwaukee
John Shoa
Oregon
Donald Stone
Dartmouth
William Swyers
L.S.U.
Robert Virgil
Washington Univ.
Howard Wright
Maryland
Ben Yager
Miami of Ohio
Stephen Zeff
Tulane
Eugene Zieha
University of Missouri

Professor

University

Roy Baker
Cornell
Glen Berryman
Minnesota
Wayne Boutell
California-Berkeley
John Burton
Columbia
Neil Churchill
Carnegie Tech
Joseph DeMaris
Illinois
Harvey Donley
Bowling Green
William Ferrara
Pensylvania State
Walter Frese
Harvard Business School
George Holdren
Nebraska
Walter Kell
Michigan
Paul Kircher
UCLA

Professor

University

Charles Lawrence
Michigan State
Robert Meier
Loyola-Chicago
Oswald Nielsen
Stanford
Bryce Orton Brigham Young
David Phipps
Denver
Carl Polsky
Pennsylvania
Rudolph Redman
Southern Calif.
Joseph Silvoso
Missouri
Jay Smith
Minnesota
Howard Stettler
Kansas
JohnTse
Purdue
Paul Walgenbach Wisconsin
Lauren Walker Washington
Thomas Williams
Texas

Robert M. Trueblood, chairman of the Policy Group
national director-accounting and auditing

Professors in conference session

Donald H. Cramer, partner and national director-personnel, with
Henry C. Korff, director-recruitment, who organized the seminars.

Schedule of Training Courses

Course

Number

Course Title

Date

Location

1305-1307
M.S.

Marketing Services—Long Range Planning

Mar. 28-Apr. 1

Detroit

1102 Audit

Evaluation of Internal Control

Apr. 18-22

New York

1103 Audit

Auditing Objectives, Standards and Procedures

Apr. 25-29

Chicago

1104 Audit

Management Services and the Auditor

May 2-11

Milwaukee

1103 Audit

Auditing Objectives, Standards and Procedures

May 16-20

Chicago

1105 Audit

Specialized Accounting and Auditing Problems

May 16-20

New York

1102 Audit

Evaluation of Internal Control

May 23-27

Detroit

1106 Audit

Practice Development and Professional Responsibilities

May 23-27

Chicago

1323 M.S.

Retail Services

June 6-9

Tarrytown

1201 Tax

Principles of Taxation and Research Methodology

June 6-10

New York

1103 Audit

Auditing Objectives, Standards and Procedures

June 6-10

Chicago

1103 Audit

Auditing Objectives

June 13-17

Chicago

1105 Audit

Specialized Accounting and Auditing Problems

June 20-24

New York

1104 Audit

Management Services and the Auditor

June 20-29

Milwaukee

1102 Audit

Evaluation of Internal Control

June 27-July 1

Chicago

Practice Development and Professional Responsibilities

June 27-July 1

Chicago

Auditing Objectives, Standards and Procedures

July 11-15

Chicago

Management Services and the Auditor

July 18-23

Milwaukee

Evaluation of Internal Control

Aug. 1-5

New York

Practice Development and Professional Responsibilities

Aug. 1-5

Chicago

Auditing Objectives, Standards and Procedures

Aug. 8-12

Chicago

1104 Audit

Management Services and the Auditor

Aug. 8-13

Milwaukee

1101 Audit

National Auditing Conference

Aug. 15-26

Michigan State University

1102 Audit

Evaluation of Internal Control

Aug. 29-Sept. 2

Chicago

1106 Audit
1103 Audit
1104 Audit
1102 Audit
1106 Audit
1103 Audit
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The War
on Poverty

Editor's

The War on Poverty..
What is it?

Poverty Programs... A Business
Management Approach

by Frank E. Mullen

by Jean-Paul A. Ruff

Note:

The War on Poverty, like most wars, has its share of
staunch supporters as well as vociferous opponents. Like
most wars, (and like most businesses) it requires skillful
management for its ultimate success. Most of the current
debate about the War on Poverty program stems from
disagreements with the way the resources appropriated
for the program are being used or managed. Touche, Ross,
Bailey & Smart has applied modern management
techniques to business, as well as to social action programs
(See "Business Management Methods in Social Action
Programs" in the June 1965 Quarterly). For this reason,
the firm has been engaged by the City of Detroit to help
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make the management of its War on Poverty program
more effective.
Frank Mullen and Jean-Paul Ruff, from our Detroit
Management Services staff, have attempted in the following two articles to give you a clear picture of the War on
Poverty program and to describe the management system
they are trying to develop for Detroit. We hope you will
find in these articles some new insights into management
problems involved in a dynamic social action program.
They also represent the contribution professional management advisors can make to the solution of these social
and community
problems.
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The War on Poverty...
What is it?
by Frank E. Mullen

Frank Mullen, a member of our Detroit
Management
Services staff, joined TRB&S in 1965, after his discharge
from the U.S. Army where he taught economics and
history at the U.S. Naval Academy.
Mr. Mullen holds a B.B.A. degree from the University
of Notre Dame and an A.M. in Economic Theory from
the University of Pennsylvania, where he has completed
his course work for the Ph.D. and is now revising his
dissertation.
He is a member of the American Economic
History
Association and is active with The Greater Detroit Board
of Commerce and other groups which are trying to improve Detroit's urban transit system.
The seventh decade of the twentieth century finds the
United States looking inward to attack problems previously unsolved. Whether one agrees or not, the United
States has decided to focus more of its attention on each
individual in the land. To this end, civil rights legislation
has been strengthened and implemented. An individual's
rights and liberties have been upheld in the courts as never
before. And now the government has undertaken an allout attack on want and deprivation.
WAR O N P O V E R T Y — BASIC S T R U C T U R E
The War on Poverty, America's attack on want, received legal underpinning from the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964. The Act initially allocated $962.5
million to this cause. Since 1964, one billion more dollars
have been added.
The funds for this war are administered by the Office
of Economic Opportunity ( O E O ) in Washington, and
are granted on a 90% federal, 10% local basis to local
organizations. These local organizations are in some cases
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an arm of the city government, such as the Mayor's
Committee for Total Action Against Poverty (TAP) in
Detroit. In other cases there are nonprofit corporations
as in St. Louis and Atlanta.
The act's basic structure has six titles. The greatest
thrust of the war on poverty has been through Title I and

Title II.
Title I covers youth programs and gives O E O the
"responsibility for administering a program of education,
work experience, and vocational training for youths aged
16 through 2 1 . " Included under this title are residential
training centers providing basic education and job training.
Title II is concerned with urban and rural community
action programs. Its specific purpose is to "encourage and
support community action programs which mobilize community resources to combat poverty and which are conducted by a local government unit or an organization
which is broadly representative of the community."
Under this section of the Act, there have been put in
operation Community Action Centers offering a comprehensive array of programs, and various school and preschool programs.
Title I I I deals with special programs to combat poverty
in rural areas. It aims at hard-core rural poverty pockets,
particularly in Appalachia and the deep South.
Title I V outlines employment and investment incentives. It authorizes O E O to "participate in or guarantee
loans for investments which will employ hard-core unemployed or members of low income families."
Title V considers family unity through jobs. This title
stimulates "programs providing constructive work experiTHE
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ence or training for unemployed fathers and other members of needy families with children."
Title V I treats with Administration and Coordination.
This title contains provisions for O E O programs to recruit
and train personnel. The purpose is, as far as possible, to
have the poor help themselves through employment in
O E O programs and organization. This, incidentally, represents a major focus of the Act, namely to have the poor
actively enunciate their needs and structure programs to
meet these needs.

H O W M A N Y P O O R P E O P L E ARE T H E R E ?
Different definitions give different answers to mis question. Four different definitions, however, agree that 34
million Americans, or approximately 20%, live in poverty! T h e following is a 1963 breakdown of the number
of poor Americans under different definitions of poverty:
P E R S O N S L I V I N G I N P O V E R T Y (million) 8
Total
U.S.
Pop.

Defii zition

Dimensions

of American

Poverty

T o understand the significance of the War on Poverty,
one must know the dimensions of the problems it attacks.
These dimensions are suggested by answers to the following questions:
— Who are the poor?
— How many poor people are there?
— How does poverty today differ from poverty
yesterday?
W H O ARE T H E P O O R ?
1. Characteristics of the Poor—The poor are those
individuals who belong to a family with an income of less
than $2,500 a year. The economic level of an individual
is closely tied to the economic level of the head of his
household. The heads of most poverty level households
are likely to have one or more of four characteristics.
There is a high probability they will be aged, female,
rural-farm or non-white.
A 1960 distribution of income of family head shows:

Characteristics
of Family Heads

Annual Family
Income Below
$2500

Annual Family1
Income Below
$5500

39.6%
38.0
34.5
28.6

72.5%
73.3
71.0
70.9

Aged
Female
Rural-Farm
Nonwhite...

Family heads with more than one of the characteristics mentioned average even lower levels of family income.
2. Reasons for Poverty—While there are countless reasons for poverty, the major reasons are:
• Poor health
• Member of a minority group
• Victims of rapid technological change

Total U.S.
Farm
Nonfarm

A
33.4
4.9
28.5

B
34.0
6.4
27.6

34.5
5.1
29.3

c

D
34.6
3.2
31.4

187.2
12.6
174.6

Members of Family
Units
Farm
Nonfarm

28.5
4.7
23.8

30.0
5.0
25.0

29.6
4.9
24.6

29.7
3.1
26.6

176.0
12.2
163.8

4.9
.2
4.7

4.0
1.4
2.6

4.9
.2
4.7

4.9
.1
4.8

11.2
.4
10.8

10.8
1.8
9.0

15.7
2.4
13.3

14.1
2.1
12.0

15.0
1.5
3.5

68.8
4.8
64.0

Unrelated
Farm
Nonfarm
Children Under 18
Farm
Nonfarm
Definitions of Poverty:
A—Under

$3,000 income per family; $1,500 unrelated

lated
B—Below tax payment requirements
C—$1,500
$4500

Income for first, plus $500 per person to

D—Social Security Administration index — centered
around $3,100 income for four.
From the figures above, one sees that approximately
34 million of the nation's 187.2 million, or about 18.2%,
are living in poverty. On the farms, nearly half of the
12/2 million people are below the poverty level. Nearly
half of the 11.2 million unrelated individuals are living
in poverty, while nearly 30 million of 176 million in
family units, or 17%, are living in poverty. Although not
on this chart, 5.4 million of 11.8 million persons in families with female heads, or 4 5 % , are below the poverty
level. 9 Perhaps most alarming for the future is the statistic which shows that 10 to 15 million of the 68.8 million
children under 18 years of age, or 14/2 to 22%, presently
live in poverty.

• Victims of the rural-urban shift
• Lower standards of education
• Cultural differences
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P O V E R T Y T O D A Y AND Y E S T E R D A Y
Being poor in the United States today differs greatly
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Authors Jean-Paul Ruff and Frank Mullen, TRB&S in Detroit, are shown with Philip Rutledge,
of the Mayor's Committee for Total Action Against Poverty in Detroit, and John Musial, assistant
of the Mayor's Committee, as they discuss Detroit's anti-poverty effort with Henry E. Bodman,
Management Services partner.

from being poor during earlier periods. The reasons for
the difference can be broken down into two types—
economic and sociological.
Economic

Changes

Unquestionably, nearly all present day economic differences stem from technology and its changing nature.
Much is said about "the explosion of knowledge," and
the "increasing thrust of change," but little has been said
about the relation of these changes to poverty.
The protracted period of economic expansion, which
the United States presently enjoys, has developed not a
shortage of jobs but rather a supply of unfilled jobs. At
present, automation does not seem to have destroyed
jobs; rather it has restructured the pattern of jobs.
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director
director
TRB&S

Because of technological change, and its restructuring
of the economy, a major part of the American Dream,
that portion synonymous with Horatio Alger, is fading.
T h e American Dream consisted of unlimited aspirations
for everyone. Today, however, not everyone has unlimited aspirations. Hard work alone no longer guarantees
success. T o aspire to success one needs education and
training. In many cases, the poor are unable to gain the
education and training the modern economy demands.
Sociological

Changes

There are sociological reasons why poverty today differs
from earlier poverty in the United States. In the past,
the poor have nearly always been America's most recent
arrivals. The Irish, the Italians, and the eastern EuroTHE
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peans all took their turns as "the poor". They arrived
with great aspirations. They were freed from the social
and economic fetters of their previous homes.
The poor in the United States are far different today.
In most cases, they are not new arrivals filled with eager
aspiration. And they are met by a much more rigid society
than were previous immigrants. They meet new, and
more structured forms of discrimination.
T h e poor today find an American Dream tarnished by
technical change. The effect on aspirations is significant.
What can the completely untrained 23 year old from
rural Appalachia or a big city ghetto aspire to? President?
Wealth? Many think not. Not without the tools of education and training . . . at least!
Unlike yesterday's poor, today's poor do not have the
momentum of freedom from previous economic and social
restraints. Today's poor are almost all people for whom
today has no difference from yesterday and for whom
tomorrow will be no different from today. The great
need, the great challenge is to make tomorrow seem and
actually become better for these people.
H O W P O V E R T Y BREEDS P O V E R T Y
For the reason mentioned above, "Poverty breeds poverty." A poor individual or family has a high probability
of staying poor. Low incomes carry with them the high
risk of illness; limitations on mobility, limited access to
education, information and training. Lack of motivation,
hope, and incentive are more subtle but not less powerful
barriers than lack of financial means . . . A recent sample
study of AFDG (Aid for Dependent Children) found that
more than 40% of the parents were themselves raised in
homes where public assistance had been received . . . Of
the families identified as poor in—(a)—study, 64% had
fathers who had also gone no farther than eighth grade
in school. . . fewer than 1 in 2 children of poor families
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had graduated from high school, compared to almost 2
out of 3 for all families." 10
Poverty in the United States has truly become a
"vicious circle" for the first time. The War on Poverty
has as its objective the destruction of this circle.
SUMMARY
We have heard much about the War on Poverty program in the past two years, both pro and con. The statistics summarized in this article underscore that there is a
poverty problem in our country today and that it affects
almost 20% of our total population. The problem has
many ramifications and implications, as this article points
out. Appropriately, there are also many facets to its solution through the War on Poverty program. One project
in which Touche, Ross, Bailey & Smart is currently engaged, in Detroit, is described in the following article.
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Poverty Programs...
A Business Management Approach
by Jean-Paul A. Ruff

Jean-Paul Ruff, a member of our Detroit
Management
Services staff, joined TRB&S in 1959, after receiving an
M.S. degree in Industrial Management from Purdue University. Mr. Ruff also holds an engineering degree in
chemistry from L'Ecole Nationale Superieure de Chimie
de Paris and a Licence es Sciences from the Sorbonne.
Mr. Ruff spent three years in our Milan office and his
experience includes applications of Operations
Research
and Management Information Systems techniques in the
United States and Europe. He has frequently
given
speeches or directed courses and seminars in French,
English and Italian on the usage of management and
mathematical techniques in business and government.
Mr. Ruff is a member of The Institute of Management
Sciences, the Operations Research Society of America,
and the Association Frangaise d'Informatique
et de
Recherche
Operationnelle.

The Office of Economic Opportunity coordinates
numerous programs to combat poverty throughout the
nation. T h e primary objective of this undertaking is to
offer opportunities to those who, for any number of
reasons, have not been able to cope with the progress and
the changes taking place in this country.
One of the first tasks of O E O and its representative
agencies is to search for, identify, and keep track of those
citizens who require their services. This task corresponds
to a recognition of "clients". It presumes that some set
of minimum requirements will be used as a criterion to
separate "nonclients" from "potential clients".
Identifying

the Need

T h e search for clients has not been given early consideration because, in most cases, when local Community
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Action Programs were created, more "clients" than
could be handled actually requested services. But soon
the community representatives began to question the distribution of services: Are we reaching the "hard core?"
Is the basic goal of the W a r on Poverty accomplished by
servicing the least needy of the needy?
These questions trigger demands for information concerning the number and type of persons served, the
quantity and quality of services rendered, and even the
performance characteristics of the methods used to fulfill
the objective of offering opportunity.
The needs of a community can be partially identified
through geographical statistical samples which serve as
an approximate basis for justifying expense of effort and
money. Tallies of the number of visits or contacts established at different points within Community Action
Centers can help in determining levels of activity.
Measuring

Performance

But the question of "how good a job we are doing in
our Community Action Program" remains unanswered.
What are the elements of information necessary to answer
such a question? How does the data required differ
from that necessary to measure the performance of an
industrial concern or a commercial enterprise? Of course,
the War on Poverty does not have a profit motive in the
business sense; but in all other respects, the similarity is
striking! Businesses as well as any of the programs of the
Office of Economic Opportunity have goals they attempt
to reach through a plan. They dispose of many limited
resources and which can be allocated in different ways
to several alternative projects. They can compare the
THE
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results obtained after a given period of time to the
results which were expected from the plan and then
take the necessary corrective action. By reporting against
the plan they can measure both performance and can
also update the plan, review the allocation of resources
procedure, identify the areas which deserve more attention to meet objectives on schedule, and, finally, provide
the information necessary for internal management as
well as the data which will satisfy public demand.
Parallel Function of Business and the War on Poverty
The parallel between the War on Poverty and a business enterprise can be carried a step further if we consider some of the functions which must be accomplished
to win the war or to run a successful business.
Marketing must determine who does not have opportunity and what opportunity is needed and wanted.
It also means shaping the organization to provide
the services which will satisfy the needs and to permit adequate distribution and consumption of the
required services and products.
Production will be responsible for the selection of tools
necessary to provide products and services. As the
resources available are limited, they will have to be
distributed to obtain the best production plan compatible with the demands forecasted by marketing.
T h e quality control function corresponds to verification that the performance of the facilities meet
acceptable standards.
Research and development must constantly be on the
lookout to find new or better means to produce
services to fulfill the needs of the clients.
Accounting will perform the functions of record keeping and auditing. It will also prepare information
necessary for financing decisions, coordinate and
control cost data associated with the forecast and
actual usage of resources and control the system
for reporting expenditures by the program to the
federal and local agencies as well as to the public.
Financing will direct its efforts toward making funds
or resources available to the program. T h e reporting
and measurement system will be an indispensable
tool of financing as it will permit
• justification to the Board of Directors of past
expenditures and of how resources were employed to contribute to the objectives of the
program.
• explanation of the reasons for requesting additional resources and what results can be expected from their usage.
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The Board of Directors actually will manage the program through delegation of responsibilities to selected individuals. Under the policy of maximum
feasible participation of the poor, representatives of
the clients and potential clients will be on the
Board of Directors. Members of the several agencies
through which the program is conducted as well as
representatives of the community will work on the
Board or on some of its specific committees.
Exhibit I is a schematic representation of a Community Action Program model. The terms used in this
exhibit are peculiar to the War on Poverty although the
parallel with a business enterprise can be made. Three
basic elements emerge from such representation:
I. The absolute necessity of defining, measuring, and
reaching a consensus on the needs of clients and
potential clients.
I I . The usage of an objective tool for selection of
programs which will indicate an acceptable plan
for allocating resources.
I I I . The establishment of a measuring, feedback, and
reporting system to control the management of
the programs and their influence on needs.
D E F I N I T I O N AND M E A S U R E M E N T
OF T H E NEEDS
Associating numerical values to social or human characteristics with the objective of establishing value scales
will always be controversial. However, to deal in a "business-like" manner with the War on Poverty, to plan, and
to measure, it is desirable to qualify data whenever
possible.
A need can only be thought of as relative. We need
more of something in relation to what we have or at
least as much of something in relation to what somebody
else has. Therefore, to measure a need one must have a
point of reference.
The magnitude of the need is the difference between
its present degree of fulfillment and the desired level of
fulfillment represented by the point of reference.
The objective of this part of the model is to establish
how much room for improvement there is, that is, what
are the dimensions of the needs to be fulfilled? Such
determination, made through the use of an incremental
approach, must be independent from the tools which are
available to obtain improvements.
The Attribute

Scale

T o take advantage of the economic opportunities that
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Schematic Representation of a Community Action Program
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Exhibit 1

surround us, an individual usually must possess certain
characteristics such as good health, marketable skills, a
certain level of education, and a degree of adjustment to
his environment, just to cite a few.
A set of attributes which corresponds to these indispensable characteristics can be related to every individual; these attributes would be health, skills, education, adjustment, etc. By establishing specific value
scales for each attribute, one can determine the position
of each person in relation to each of the characteristics.
If, for example, a person's education is below a certain
minimum, one would conclude that such a person needs
education. A measurement of the dimensions of this
need can be attempted by dividing the scale in numbered increments of similar value and thereby determining what number best describes the level of education
of this particular person.
His need for education will be quantified by the difference between an acceptable level, and that number which
corresponds to his present status. Such quantification is
a measure of the room for improvement in education for
that individual.
The "acceptable level" for each attribute is a number
at the top of the scale which reflects the objective, that
is, to offer economic opportunity. T h e acceptable levels
of all attributes represent the Target Profile; this means
that, if a client reaches such levels for every attribute,
he will be in a position to take advantage of economic
opportunity, be able to stand on his own feet and, therefore, cease to be a client.
Extending to all attributes the methodology for assigning numbers results in the establishment of the present
profile of an individual. It then becomes possible by
comparing the present profile to the Target Profile to
measure the needs of each person.
Population

Types and Weighing the Needs

Only one attribute is necessary to identify a need
which might be common to the total client population.
Our model, however, must be able to recognize that the
need for marketable skills, for example, should not be
as highly rated in the profile of a five year old girl as it
would for a thirty year old man. To that effect, the
total population is divided into a small number of types,
and a person is classified in a type according to his age
and sex. Further, within each type, some needs are more
important than others; for example, the need for education of a child 5 to 15 years old could be more significant
than any other need. T h e need for employment of a
male 25 to 45 years old outweighs most of his other
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needs. It is, therefore, necessary to assign weights to each
attribute within each type, in order to correctly take
into account the variations in relative importance of the
needs. As such assignment requires a judgmental decision, it is necessary to design a special procedure to
permit the reaching of an agreement on weights. A set
of weights becomes characteristic of a type and is used
to quantify the present profile as well as the objective or
Target Profile.
The selection of attributes, the definition of types, and
the attribution of weights are tasks performed under the
supervision of the Board of Directors. This is in keeping
with the recommendation of the Opportunity Act by
which representatives of the poor participate in the
program at the policy-making level. This method will
also permit a basic consensus of opinion.
Measuring Potential

Improvement

Determining the needs of a population in terms of
Economic Opportunity within a given community would
be an impossible task if it required the establishment
of the present profile of every person within the community. A sample of the population, chosen in accordance with well-established statistical procedures, provides
all the information required while limiting considerably
the number of interviews.
The basic steps to be followed are:
• Select sample
• Conduct interviews
• Determine proportion of potential clients and
nonclients
• Determine proportion of potential clients by type
• Establish Average Profile of potential clients by
type
• Compare Average Profile to Target Profile
• Determine potential improvement for average potential client by type
• Extrapolate to total population
• Summarize community needs
— by attribute
— by type
A slightly different procedure is followed if, in addition to measuring present community needs, one desires
to extend a forecast of how needs will be distributed
within the next five years.
A result of this quantification is a measure of what the
Community Action Program must contribute to its potential clients to satisfy their needs and, therefore, to
eradicate poverty in that community. The potential
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POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENT

10 is the "top of the scale" or "acceptable level" for the attribute "health'
5.4 is the average value of the attribute "health" in the sample
W.A is the weight assigned to the attribute "health" for "type A"

Exhibit 2
Improvement is not a plan in itself, but only a reflection
of where the poor in a community stand and which are
the areas where action must be taken to offer economic
opportunity. This report is illustrated in Exhibit 2.
S E L E C T I O N AND A L L O C A T I O N
OF RESOURCES
To return to the commercial enterprise analogy, now
that marketing has provided a measure of what is
needed and wanted, the next step is to ask production
what its tools can do and what materials, man power and
resources it would require to function at different levels
of productivity. Then, by matching the needs and tools
it will be possible to develop a production schedule. This
schedule must then be reviewed in the light of alternative
strategies and the final production schedule together
with its expected effect on the needs becomes the plan
against which results are reported to measure performance.
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Quantitative

Description of the Proposed

Programs

Each program uses resources to produce services.
Both the use of resources and the results to be obtained
through a program have a certain degree of uncertainty.
As time passes, more knowledge about results which can
be expected from the use of resources will be accumulated. Little benefit will result from this experience unless
data is recorded in a consistent manner for constant
analysis. T h e results expected from programs are the
fulfillment of needs. It is therefore reasonable to describe
the expected effect of programs by using the same
quantitative terms which measured the needs.
For example, we will say that a certain health program directed toward clients of type A (which have,
let us suppose, an average health of 4.0) is expected to
contribute 2.0 to the attribute health, raising it therefore
to the average level of 6.0. T o reach this result, the
program will require resources such as physical facilities,
medical personnel, nonprofessional and administrative
THE
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Quantitative Description of Proposed Program
Name of Program
1. CONTRIBUTION
EXPECTED CONTRIBUTION

/

CLIENT
TYPE

NUMBER
IN %

HEALTH

EDUCATION
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ADJUSTMENT

A

10

2.0

1.2
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1.6

B

0

L
M
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MAX.

1,000
10,000

•

/

J

{

5

2. WEIGHTED CONTRIBUTION
PER 1000 CLIENTS
EXPECTED CONTRIB^

CLIENT
TYPE

NUMBER
PER 1000

HEALTH

EDUCATION

SKILLS

A

100

2.0xW, A xl00

1.2xW, A xl00

.5xW : j A xl00

B

0

L

600

M

50
TOTAL

/

)

TOTAL

\

2120

(

JJ

/1

t

v

\
>
!

1740

425

122

1(

V
7660

\

3. EXPECTED USAGE OF RESOURCES

Exhibit 3

)

man power, and money. Of course the amount of resources required will vary with the expected number of
clients. T h e concepts of well-developed business techniques using marginal analysis can help out here. T h e
health program, for example, is designed to reach a minimum of 1000 clients but not more than 10,000, during
the next year; the office space required is independent
of the number of clients, and three doctors will be able
to attend 1000 clients. T w o doctors must be added to
the staff, however, for every additional 1000 clients
above the initial 1000. Use of other resources will be
forecasted in a similar fashion, by relating them proportionately to the number of clients above the base of
1000.

Basic Inputs and Outputs of the
Mathematical Model

f
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COMPULSORY
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It is still necessary to identify the constraints which
will indicate the limitations of resources. T h e corresponding input to the model will be the total of each resource
available during a given period of time; it is also possible to attach to each unit of a resource its corresponding dollar value.
For example, one could say that for the next year 100
doctors are available to programs at an average given
cost per doctor/year. Budget restrictions are introduced
in a similar fashion. It may even be necessary to enter
constraints of another type; for instance, if it is decided
that, regardless of its cost or its expected contributions,
a certain type of program must be included in the Community Action Program, we can force it in. T h e method
will tell us the penalties we must be ready to pay, if any,
for having these compulsory programs.
The matching of needs and programs which take into
account the given constraints is then performed through
a model which uses mathematical programming to distribute the available resources to the programs in such a
way as to fulfill the maximum needs in the most economical fashion. T h a t is, the programs get the best
contribution per dollar spent.
Exhibit 4 is a schematic illustration of the basic inputs
and outputs of the mathematical model.
Choice of Strategies
If needs have been forecasted, for example, over a
period of five years, a community might want to use the
model to test alternative strategies and thus provide
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/

Exhibit 3 illustrates the type of format under which a
proposed program can be quantitatively described.
Every proposed or existing program is entered in the
quantitative descriptive file which is part of the model.
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Exhibit 4
choices of action. For example, it might be decided that
during the next two years, all the adult and near adult
potential clients of a community should be made as fully
employable as possible. How much is this going to impair
efforts in the field of education? W h a t will be the effect
on the degree of fulfillment of the need for health assistance? These answers will be provided by the mathematical model when it is used as a simulation device.
As a result, it will be possible to select the most desirable
strategy, which will become part of the inputs to the
model. As an output, we will obtain a Five-Year I M THE
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P R O V E M E N T P R O G R A M or a plan of action with
detailed resource allocations and a total description of
the expected effect on the needs of clients.

core poor been reached?" remain unanswered. Not keeping track of individuals obstructs reporting and tends to
decrease the quality of the services performed and introduces operating inefnciences.

R E P O R T I N G SYSTEM
One of the weaknesses in the operation of the War on
Poverty to date has been the unsatisfactory reporting to
the public. Most community action programs are quite
able to account for the funds spent (and to many people,
the amounts appear formidable), but the question "What
have these dollars accomplished?" has not usually received a proper answer. The excuses for being unable
to answer such a question are in part valid: programs
are too young; programs were hurried at the start. Also
the situation is charged with emotion. So much is to be
accomplished that whatever is being done must be good.
But even good excuses do not replace answers. A business manager nowadays "reports to" by "reporting
against." This means that reports to superiors, to the
Board of Directors, to stockholders, and to the public
in general are on the basis of comparison of results
obtained and results forecasted or planned.
The approach described in this article provides the
necessary plan to satisfy good reporting requirements
for the War on Poverty programs.
A Plan for a Reporting

System

One of the outputs of the mathematical model is a
detailed plan for each program, constructed from the
data provided by the program director. Such a plan
covers both the amounts of resources to be used and
the number and type of clients expected to benefit from
the program. It also measures what these benefits should
be. The format of the output is designed for variance
reporting. T h e analysis of these variances allows detection of deficiencies in program management as well as
forecasting errors. Only through recording the data in a
formalized system will it be possible to improve the
quality of the planning tool.
By referring again to the client level it will be possible to measure progress; that is, on a sample basis, one
can establish the profile at different points in time of
individuals participating in the programs. T h e interpretation of this information is performed on aggregate
data, i.e., average profile, but the system derives its
validity from dealing with individuals.
One of the reasons for poor reporting in community
programs is that no individual data is maintained on a
formal basis and therefore it is difficult to keep track of
clients. This is why questions such as, "Have the hard-
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Base Line Data File
Individuals are selected for measurement from a
master file called the Base Line Data File. This file contains objective descriptive information of each client
together with a complete detailed history of that client
through the several services of the community program
he has used. T h a t is, all transfers from service to service
are recorded and the individual's Base Line Data precedes him to the referral points. Thus the client avoids
the time-consuming and discouraging repetition of interviews. Although the file is mechanically updated on a
monthly basis, a permanent record addressable from any
point of the system is maintained daily. T h e file is complete and is designed to insure that a client is entered in
the file whenever he contacts any point of the Community Action Program (including contracting agencies) . T h e confidential nature of the file is maintained
because its purpose is not to contain all the information
about a client but to indicate where this information is
kept. The release of detailed information remains at the
discretion of individual agencies or program directors.
A procedure for purging die file is based on criteria
which can vary from location to location.
As a large number of clients take advantage of more
than one of the services offered, it is necessary to measure
the accomplishment of combinations of programs. The
analysis of the results obtained through these combinations permits guidance of clients towards services in the
most economic and beneficial manner.
The community program director, the Board of Directors, The Agency representatives, the representatives of
the poor, and the public in general can receive the same
reports. The potential improvement report is updated;
that is, new needs or increases in the magnitude of needs
are entered while the decreases obtained directly from
each program's results are subtracted. This measures the
progress of the community program and permits a review
of strategies, a report against the five-year improvement
plan, and an updating of this plan.
This model hopefully satisfies the requirements of a
business systems approach to the War on Poverty. If it
satisfies these requirements too well, by eliminating poverty faster, it limits the model's useful life span. This,
indeed, is its purpose. A war should not be prolonged for
the benefit of its soldiers.
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Summary
T h e model proposed is currently being developed and
tested in major poverty areas of the nation; it provides:
— Formal quantitative knowledge of what the war is
fighting against.
— A tool for allocating resources to the several possible programs to obtain the best results per dollar
spent.
— An approach to evaluate alternative strategies and
produce a clear plan of action.
— A system to measure results obtained and to analyze variances from the plan. This system is oriented towards sharpening the planning tool and
indicating when and what corrective action must
be taken.

More TRB&S People Pass CPA
Boston—Donald F. Hines
Chicago—John Bongiorno, Thomas Laux, Samuel D.
Scott, Marshall Strey
Cincinnati—Roy A. Fleury

— A complete management reporting system common
to internal and external reporting.
Although the model will certainly have an influence
on the interrelationships between existing agencies (private or public) and institutions, its objective is not to
evaluate or forecast what these interrelationships should
be in the future. Local conditions might dictate different
solutions in various parts of the nation. T h e model is
designed to permit the best use of both local and nationwide resources to offer opportunity to the disadvantaged
as fast and as economically as possible.
It is hoped that all will benefit from the model; the
poor people by being helped more effectively, and office
of Economic Opportunity by being able to administer its
programs more efficiently, and society as a whole by a
more productive allocation of its resources in these programs.

Examinations
N e w York—Albert Blumenthal, Stephen A. Ceparano,
Latimer B. Eddy
Pittsburgh—Sheldon I. Charapp, Terry N. Conway
Portland—Roger Eigsti

Denver—John G. Baumgartner, Stevan Simich
Minneapolis—Craig Blanchard, James Peter
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Seattle—Paul J. Aslanian, Harold B. Fay, I I I , Richard
R. Kilbride, James D. King, Ronald D. Vander Stoep
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William C.Waggoner

by Charles A. Blankenburg
William C. Waggoner, who became a partner in our
firm in 1947 and since his retirement in 1957 has served
in an advisory status, passed away in February of this
year after a brief illness. Those of us who were closely
associated with Bill Waggoner over the years know how
kind and fair he was to those around him. H e was loved
and respected by his employees, associates and his many
friends. We find his loss hard to accept.
Bill has been described as a self-made auditor. He was
a practical rather than a theoretical accountant. He was
stubbornly honest. He made few speeches and wrote fewer
articles, but he was enough of a "common sense" auditor
to serve on the American Institute of CPA's committee on
auditing procedures.
He held his first job in an accounting firm in St. Louis
back in 1920 while he was still studying accounting in the
Washington University night school. Henry Mendes, one
of his instructors, who was a partner in Touche, Niven &
Go. at that time, hired him as auditor in the firm's St.
Louis office. There followed in 1924 a three year tenure as
chief accountant for Armour & Co., Chicago, and in 1928
a shorter one as assistant treasurer with Montgomery
Ward. Later in 1928 he became a partner with R. G.
Rankin & Co. in New York and in 1932 became partner in
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charge of their Chicago office.
In April of 1944, Bill resigned from the Rankin Co. and
the new firm of W. G. Waggoner & Co. started its practice
with Sears, Roebuck & Co. as its principal client. To many
who had been working in the Chicago office of Rankin,
taking on the responsibility of an audit of this size with
one office and an organization of about fifteen people was
pretty frightening. Bill, however, exhibited two of his outstanding characteristics — first, confidence in himself and
the people around him and second, affection for the
people around him. Because of these qualities, the entire
Chicago office decided to go along with him on the
venture. Three "Of this original group subsequently became
partners of Bill in our present firm.
In October of 1944, the Waggoner firm merged with
Allen R. Smart & Co., which in turn, in 1947, became a
part of the newly formed accounting firm of Touche,
Niven, Bailey & Smart with Bill Waggoner as Chicago
partner.
Those of us whom Bill hired, counseled, and otherwise
helped in many ways bid him our last farewell. O u r
deepest sympathy goes out to his wife, Letha, and to his
sons, Bill, Jr., Al, and Bob and their families in the loss
of a very devoted husband and father.
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Faces in the News
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Justo Pastor Rivera, right, outgoing president of the Puerto Rico Chamber of Commerce, is shown officially turning over the
gavel of office to Pedro E. Purcell, the new
president, at ceremonies in the Old San
Juan Chamber building. Mr. Purcell is a
partner in our San Juan office.

The reception area for the New York and Executive offices has
a new look. Howard Borden of Duffy, Inc., New York, worked
out the space planning and interior design which includes a
simulated skylight ceiling and a floor of natural green slate.
The seating area is highlighted by an oriental rug and the
Barcelona chairs by the famed architect, Miles Van Der Rohe,
were retained. Finishing touches were added with plants and
ultra modern paintings.

Dennis E. Lytle, James C. Hammerston, P. A. Loconto, consultants in the Advanced Business Systems' office,
and Richard E. Sprague, director of Advanced Business Systems, discuss charts and diagrams of the System
for Automatic Value Exchange. The A. B. S. office was one year old, officially, on May 1st.
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Visitors from Australia Bruce M. Robertson and Lance Garnsworthy went on a tour of the U.S., Canadian and
U.K. firms to review current developments in audit techniques, staff training and administration within offices.
Shown above are Roy C. Wetterhall, our international tax partner, chatting with Mr. Robertson, partner in our
Sydney office, and J. Shannon Gustafson, partner in charge of the New York office, with. Mr. Garnsworthy,
partner in our Melbourne office.

The Pittsburgh office conducted a seminar in conjunction with the U.S. Department of Commerce for thirty
company presidents. The subjects were Profitabilty Accounting, Effective Strategic Planning and Marketing
and Management Reports. Among those who attended the seminar are Lewis E. Conman, chief of domestic
trade, U.S. Department of Commerce; Joseph F. DiMario, TRB&S senior consultant; Terry N. Conway,
TRB&S consultant; Louis A. Werbaneth, Jr., partner in charge of our Pittsburgh office; Norman W. Scharpf,
senior consultant, Pittsburgh office; and John Donnelly, district director, U.S. Department of Commerce.
JUNE,
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Meetings and

Seminars

Management Services in Mexico City

CRANE

GALAZ

WILSON

CARSTENS

JENNINGS

A new association to provide more extensive services to management
was inaugurated at a meeting in Mexico City when partners and staff
men from TRB&S in the United States began working with the
management services group of our member firm on a continuing basis.
Among those present to introduce this new joint arrangement were
Antonio Galaz, managing director of the new firm and partner in charge
of our Mexico City audit firm; Donald W. Jennings, national director
of management services; John A. Wilson, international coordinating
partner; Roger Crane, principal in charge of the Advanced Business
Systems office; Enrique Carstens, partner in our Mexico City firm; and
James Lawrence and William James, our first "men on the
spot" in Mexico City.
A special feature on the activities of this group will appear in a future edition of the Quarterly.
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Personnel Selection Seminar
TRB&S partners, consultants and
personnel directors attended workshop
sessions in Chicago as part of a seminar
covering the latest developments in
personnel selection. After the seminar
Gordon Armbruster, the firm's director of
personnel services, held a special meeting
with our staff of professional search
consultants to discuss problems relative to
the growth of this department. Shown
above are John S. Tracy, Jr. from San
Francisco, Dulany Foster from New York,
Dr. Armbruster, Joseph B. Ryan from
Los Angeles, Sarason D. Liebler from New
York, and John C. W. Schaie from Detroit.
T h e discussions covered our services to
clients and included such things as
management selection, organization
planning, executive development and
compensation programs.

Long Range Planning-Marketing Seminar

CRAIGHEAD,
DICKSON
TRB&S in Detroit

REID

MARLATT

DONAT

KEELER

PINC

BRYAN

At the recent management services training session in Detroit there were a number of speakers from firms other than
TRB&S. George Donat, Director of Commercial Develpment at Parke, Davis & Co., spoke on "Corporate Planning"
Albert C. Dickson, Jr., Vice President of National Bank cf Detroit, spoke on "The Need for Corporate Financial
Planning: A Bankers View". Dr. Bruce Pine, Director of the Center for Application of Sciences and Technology at
Wayne State University, spoke on "The Impact of Technological Change on the Planning Process". John V. Bryan,
Director of Marketing and Corporate Development Planning at T h e Bendix Corporation, spoke on "Corporate
Planning". Owen F. Keeler, Management of Product Planning Services at Chrysler Corporation, spoke on "Product
Planning". Richard Marlatt, Treasurer of BRAD, Inc., spoke on "Corporate Planning for the Entrepreneur". Paul
M. Reid, Executive Director of the Detroit Metropolitan Area Regional Planning Commission, spoke on
"Governmental Planning."
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Advanced Business

DATE

SUBJECT

AUDIENCE

Systems
System for Automatic Value
Exchange

Litton Industries, Business Equipment Group, N. Y.

April 14

System for Automatic Value
Exchange

Philadelphia National Bank

April 19

System for Automatic Value
Exchange

R.C.A.—Cherry Hill, N. J.

May 11

Conducting a Systems Input
Feasibility Study

Symposium on Source Data Automation, General
Services Administration, Washington, D.C.

May 25

System for Automatic Value
Exchange

American Management Association, Management
Information Systems Round Table, N. Y.

B L U M E N T H A L , SHERMAN C. March 25

March 9-11 Computers in the Corporate
Organization Chart — Chairman

International Data Processing Conference,
Milan, Italy

March
14-15

Management of Change

International Association of Department Stores
Commission on Merchandise Information, Cologne

June 8

Managing World-Wide Information
Systems

American Management Association 12th Annual
Electronic Data-Processing Conference

March 10

Computer Applications

New York University Management Institute

April 19

System for Automatic Value
Exchange

R.C.A.—Cherry Hill, N. J.

June 6

System for Automatic Value
Exchange

Retail Training Seminar, Tarrytown, N. Y.

LOCONTO, P. A.

Feb. 14-16

Solving Growth Problems in the
Family-Held Company

American Management Association Seminar,
New York

LYTLE, D E N N I S H.

March 3

Converting to Direct Access Systems

American Management Association Seminar,
New York

May 16-18

Improving Managerial Skills:
Motivation

American Management Association Seminar,
New York

July 18-20

System Requirements for Real-Time
Systems

American Management Association Seminar,
New York

Feb. 28

The Trend Toward Computer
Informational Utilities and the
Impact on Small Business

American Management Association Seminar,
New York

March 25

System for Automatic Value
Exchange

Litton Industries, Business Equipment Group, N. Y.

April 4

System for Automatic Value
Exchange

National Installment Loan Bankers' Conference,
Chicago

CRANE, ROGER R.

HAMMERTON, JAMES C.

SPRAGUE, RICHARD E.
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DATE
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May 17-20

Store of 1970
On Line-Real Time Systems for
Department Stores

National Retail Merchants Association Retail
Presidents' Conference, Milan

May 25

System for Automatic Value
Exchange

American Management Association, Management
Information Systems Round Table, N. Y.

May 25

The Future of Real Time Systems in
Business and Industry

Association for Computing Machinery, New York

June 2

Electronic Business Systems 1984

Systems and Procedures Association, Washington
University, St. Louis

Jure 6

System for Automatic Value
Exchange

American Bankers' Association, Automation
Conference, Chicago

June 7

System for Automatic Value
Exchange

American Bankers Association Automation
Conference, Chicago

June 8

System for Automatic Value
Exchange

LaSalle National Bank, Chicago

June 14

Electronic Business Systems 1984

Southern States Conference of CPAs, Memphis

June 20

System for Automatic Value
Exchange

NRMA Board of Directors, N. Y.

June 28-29

Store of 1970
On Line-Real Time Systems for
Department Stores

National Retail Merchants Association Retail
Presidents' Conference, New York

APPLEBY, SALLY

April 2

Opportunities for Women in Public
Accounting

Emory University School of Business, Atlanta

DRYDEN, ELWOOD R.

March 31

Auditing a Computer System

Georgia State College

L E C R O Y , GERALD A.

March 31

Auditing Computer Records

Georgia State College

M I N N E A R , ROBERT E.

April 29

Current Problems in Retail
Inventory Valuation

American Accounting Association, Southeastern
Region, Chattanooga

May 20

Interpretation of Financial
Statements

National Institutional Food Distributor Asssociation
Convention, Chicago

May 5

Numbering Systems for the City of
Birmingham

Birmingham Shopping Plate Group

DYSART, H U G H , J R .
K E L L E R , DONALD M.

Jan. 5

Management Services

Boston College Accounting Academy

G E R R I S H , SCOTT

Feb. 16

Effective Strategic Planning

Cambridge Chamber of Commerce, Cambridge

GOODMAN, MORRIS

March 30

The Educational Foundation

CPA Wives Club of Massachusetts, Brookline

HARRINGTON, EDWARD J.

Feb. 9

Controlling Inventory Shortages
A Year 'Round Program

N. E. Controllers' Association, Worcester

K E L L E R , DONALD M.

March 24

Suggestions for Making Capital
Budgeting Decisions

Regional Financial Management Conference—
International Association of Ice Cream
Manufacturers

L Y N C H , JAMES M.

Feb. 15

Challenge of the 70's

Men's Wear Retailers of America, Dallas

April 27

Operating Results of Self-Service
Department Stores

1966 Mass Merchandising Conference, Atlantic City

March 9

Individual Income Taxes

Belmont Lions Club, Belmont, Mass.

May 9

Data Processing in Tax
Administration

Massachusetts CPA Annual Conference, Chatham

Feb. 15

The New Menswear Financial and
Operating Manual

Men's Wear Retailers of America, Dallas

March 22

Management Sciences Applications
in Retailing

Milwaukee Retail Controllers Association, Milwaukee

SPAULDING, HARRY L.

Boston

W I E S E , DONALD C.

Chicago
BROWN, C H A R L E S F.
EBERT, CARROLL E.
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AUDIENCE

April 26

The Mass Merchandising Store of
the 70's

University of Massachusetts School of Business
Administration Mass Merchandising Conference

May 17

Communicating with Top
Management

National Retail Merchants Association Credit
Management Division—Workshop

June 21-24

Intermediate and Long-Range
Systems Planning

1966 International Data Processing Conference and
Business Exposition, Chicago

Jan. 4

Theory and Practice in Management
Sciences

DePaul University Operations Research Class,
Chicago

April 13

The Future Implications of
Accounting Developments

University of Illinois, College of Business
Administration, Faculty Seminar

April 21

The Role of the Financial Executive
in Systems Planning
Systems Plans and the Role of the
Computer

Financial Executives Institute, Chicago Chapter

June 17

The Latest Developments in LongRange Planning for the Profession

Illinois Society of Certified Public AccountantsAnnual Meeting

KAY, ROBERT S.

Jan.19

Accounts Receivable Verification by
Statistical Sampling

Institute of Internal Auditors

M O S S , H E N R Y S.

Jan.29

Batch vs. Real-Time Data Processing

Purdue University Data Processing Seminar,
Indianapolis

May 11

The Great Processor

Illinois Training Directors Association

June 6-8

Control of Programming Costs

American Bankers Association Automation
Conference

PETRAN, A N T O N S.

Feb.22

Profit Planning and Control

Riverdale Bank, Riverdale, Illinois

R E V E R S , RAYMOND J.

Jan.21

Professional Development and
Education for the Accountant

Northern Illinois University—Fifth Annual
Intern Dinner

Feb.10

Professional Development

Illinois Society of Certified Public Accountants

Feb. 16

Accounting Procedures for Home
Builders

Home Builders Association of Northern Kentucky

Feb. 17

Professional Ethics

University of Cincinnati Beta Alpha Psi Chapter

Feb. 16

Tax Planning and Procedures for
Home Builders

Home Builders Association of Northern Kentucky

O ' K E E F E , ROBERT C.

Feb. 16

The Need for an Effective Internal
Audit Program

Cleveland Retail Controllers Group

THIBODEAUX, PAGE J.

April 19

Cost Saving Ideas Derived from
Audits of Independent Public
Accountants

Ohio Society of Certified Public Accountants,
Lake Erie Chapter, Lorain, Ohio

Feb. 17

Financial Appraisal and Evaluation

American'Management Association Seminar, Dallas

ADAM, JACK H.

Feb. 17

Profitability Accounting

National Association of Accountants,
East Tennessee Chapter

BRESNAHAN, J A M E S C.

May 2

The Future of Your M. S. Practice

Dayton Chapter—CPA's

NEIDLINGER, D A N L.

March 15

Defining Fixed and Variable Costs

Dayton Chapter—N.A.A.

ROCKOWITZ, M O R W I N T.

March 24

Personal Income Tax — Present and
Future

Far Hills Optimist Club

SACHLEBEN, L E O N J.

March 14

Tax Adjustment Act of 1966

Dayton Tax Council

F e b . 17

The New Colorado Income Tax
Law

Colorado Springs Kiwanis Club

SPEAKER
BROWN, C H A R L E S F.

DAVID, I R W I N T.

DATE

M o s s , HENRY S.
DAVIDSON, H. J U S T I N

Cincinnati
BERNSTEIN, BENJAMIN

R E E D , ALVIN S.

Cleveland

Dallas
M O R R I S , WILLIAM J., J R .

Dayton

Denver
FlEDELMAN, RONALD S.
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Feb.21

Techniques of Charitable Giving

Colorado Society of Certified Public Accountants

May 2

Experiences with Computax

Colorado Society of Certified Public Accountants

Jan.18

A Career in Accounting

East High School Senior Students, Denver

Jan.19

A Career in Accounting

Colorado State University Accounting Students

Feb.23

Tax Problems of Businessmen — The American Institute of Banking, Denver Chapter
Banker's Concern

March 3

Recent Changes in Colorado Income
Tax Law

East Jefferson County Chamber of Commerce

June 6

IRS Settlement Procedures

American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants Training Program

GRIFFIN, CARLETON H.
PALMER, R U S S E L L E.

March 17

New Approaches to Taxation and
Accounting for the Construction
Industry Executive

Construction Industry Executives Seminar

PALMER, R U S S E L L E.

Jan.18

The CPA's New Look

University of Denver Accounting Department

April 25

A Summary of Accounting Research
Study No. 8 and its Possible Effect
on Accounting for Pension Plans

Colorado Society of Certified Public Accountants

ARCHIBALD, DAVID P.

Jan. 19

Managerial Advantages of
Understanding the Cost
Accounting System

Pennsalt Chemical Company Management Club

BIANCO, J O S E P H P., J R .

Feb. 17

Management Planning and
Organization for Small Business

Oakland University—Small Business Management
Seminar

Feb. 24

Implementation of Plans and
Measurement of Progress Toward
Management Goals

Oakland University—Small Business Management
Seminar

BRAUN, HARVEY D.

April 11

Management Services Function in
Public Accounting

Michigan State University Graduate Seminar in
Auditing

CRAIGHEAD, GEORGE P.

Feb. 15

Profit Planning on the Computer

University of Wisconsin Presidents' Conference

C U R T I S , DONALD A.

Feb. 16

Long-Range Planning

Cambridge Chamber of Commerce, Cambridge,
Massachusetts

April 15

The Impact of E D P on Management
Control and Industrial
Engineering

Twelfth Annual North West Research Conference of
the American Institute of Industrial Engineers,
Seattle

EDGAR, JAMES M.

March 10

Profitability Accounting and
Marketing Costs

American Management Association
Profitability Accounting Conference

HEGARTY, J O H N D., J R .

Feb. 16

A Panel Discussion of the Topics
Covered in the 18th Annual
Federal Tax Lectures

Michigan Association of Certified Public Accountants' Committee on Federal Taxation and the
Metropolitan Detroit Chapter of the Michigan
Association of Certified Public Accountants

J E N S E N , WALLACE M.

Feb. 10

The Government's Anti-Poverty
Program's Effect on the Voluntary
Social Agencies in Detroit

Biennial Conference of United Community Funds
and Councils of America, Toronto

May 2-5

Treatment of Fixed Assets Including
Depreciation, Investment
Credit, etc.
Recent Change of Accounting
Method Procedures

University of Miami Annual Tax Conference

MEYER, DANIEL J.

March 9

Effective Management Reporting

American Management Association Profitability
Accounting Conference

M Y E R S , K E N N E T H G.

April 21

Computerization Program in Retail
Stores for Billing and Accounts
Receivable

Greater Detroit Retail Controllers' Group

P E T E R S , P H Y L L I S E.

March 13

Opportunities for Women in the
Financial World

University of Detroit Phi Gamma Nu Sorority

PETERSON, HOWARD J., JR.

March 6-11

Co-chairman

American Management Association Profitability
Accounting Seminar

GRIFFIN, CARLETON H.

etroit
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SUBJECT

DATE
May 14

Organizing the Systems and
Programming Function

SCHATZ, HARVEY E.

March 6-11 Co-chairman

VANDER BROEK, DAVID J.

Feb.

WOOD, DONALD R.

AUDIENCE
Southeastern Michigan Systems and Procedures
Association, Spring Conference
American Management Association Profitability
Accounting Conference

A Panel Discussion of the Topics
Covered in the 18th Annual
Federal Tax Lectures

Michigan Association of Certified Public Accountants' Committee on Federal Taxation and the
Metropolitan Detroit Chapter of the Michigan
Association of Certified Public Accountants

Jan.27

Decision Tables in Systems
Documentations

Administrative Services Association, Atlanta

Feb. 9

Systems Design and Documentation

Systems and Procedures Association, Detroit Chapter

April 21

Computerization Program in Retail
Stores for Billing and Accounts
Receivable

Greater Detroit Retail Controllers' Group

Jan.10

Top Management in the 1970's —
and Beyond

National Retail Merchants Association 55th Annual
Convention, New York

Feb.26

Top Management in the 1970's —
and Beyond

Retail Controllers' Congress, Phoenix

March 8

Profitability Accounting

Mexican Institute of Certified Public Accountants,
Mexico City

April 4

Management Services Information
Systems in the Space Age

University of Wisconsin Chapter of Beta Alpha Psi

June 27

Management Services Information
Systems in the Space Age

National Association of Accountants National
Convention, New York

Sept. 20

Management Services Information
Systems in the Space Age

National Association of Accountants,
Olean, New York

Jan.10

Operational Auditing — Which
Way Do We Go Now?

Institute of Internal Auditors, Philadelphia Chapter

June 13-17

Operational Auditing — Chairman

American Management Association
Operational Auditing Seminar, New York

Jan.11

Merchandising Classifications —
How Far, How Fast, What Cost?

National Retail Merchants Association Annual
Convention, Controllers Congress and Merchandising Joint Session, New York

Feb. 15

The New Menswear Financial and
Operating Manual

Men's Wear Retailers of America

April 13

Pinpointing Your Stock Shortage
Effects

Pittsburgh Retail Controllers Association

May 25

A Total Retail Automated
Merchandising System

National Retail Merchants Association
Controllers Congress Convention, Minneapolis

May 31

Classification Merchandising

Canadian Retail Conference, Toronto, Ontario

Jan.12

Management Services in Mexico

Mexican Business and Government Executives
Seminar, Mexico City

Feb. 17

Management by Objective

Butler Paper Division of Nekoosa Edwards Paper
Company, Denver

May 16

Accounting and Finance for
Non-Financial Executives

University of Wisconsin Management Institute
Seminar

Jan.10

Impact of Social Security on Your
Life

Northwestern University Women's Commerce Group

Jan.12

Impact of Social Security on Your
Life

Chicago Area Credit Women's Association

PORTER, W. T H O M A S

Feb. 22

Cost Center Concept

Columbia University—Family Service Association of
America, Executive Program for Directors of
Agencies

POWER, WILLIAM D.

March 9

Effect of Advanced Business Systems
on the Retail Controller's
Function

New England Controllers Association, Providence

16

xecutive Office
BEYER, ROBERT

D O D W E L L , J O S E P H W.

EBERT, CARROLL E.

J E N N I N G S , DONALD W.

J U N E , MARJORIE
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March 31

Litton Business Equipment Group Members,
Retail Industry Requirements for
New York
Business Equipment Manufacturers

April 18

Advanced Business Systems in
Government Exchanges

Army Air Force Exchange Service Management
Conference, Dallas

April 25-27 Discount Store of 1970's

1966 Mass Merchandising Conference,
Atlantic City, N. J.

March 24

Of Men and Machines: Do the First
Become Secondary

St. Louis Chapter of the Missouri Society of
Certified Public Accountants

March 29

Of Men and Machines: Do the First
Become Secondary

Pittsburgh Chapter of the Pennsylvania Institute of
Certified Public Accountants—Past Presidents'
Dinner

April 13

Long-Range Implications of
Accounting Developments

University of Illinois, College of Business
Administration, Faculty Seminar

April 19

The Creative Professional

Illinois Society of Certified Public Accountants,
Annual Awards' Dinner

May 27

Future of Accounting Principles
Board

University of Chicago Conference on Empirical
Research

June 17

Independence, Objectivity, and
Integrity

43rd Annual Pacific Northwest Conference of
Certified Public Accountants, Portland

June 27

Independence, Objectivity, and
Integrity

Pennsylvania Institute of Certified Public Accountants Annual Meeting, Bedford Springs

Aug. 23

Accounting: 50-Years From Now

AAA Annual Meeting, Miami

Oct. 20

Responsibility for Establishment of
Accounting Principles

Financial Executives Institute, Chicago

March 9

Opportunities in Management
Services

Purdue University, Krannert School of Industrial
Administration

Feb. 1

Personal Income Taxes
in the Law

Kelvinator Management Club

Jan.18

Estate Planning for the Small
Business Corporations

Greater Houston Retail Controllers Association

Jan.18

Estate Planning for the Small
Business Corporations

Federal Tax Forum

Jan.18

Responsibility of Tax Practice

Texas Society of Certified Public Accountants,
Dallas Chapter

March 1

Duties and Responsibilities of an
Accountant When Preparing a
Tax Return

Texas A&M University Accounting Society,
Bryan, Texas

April 13

Deductibility of Professional
Seminar Expenses

Tax Forum, Houston

Aug. 12

Discussion Leader — Purchase, Sale
or Liquidation of a Corporate
Business

Texas Society of Certified Public Accountants,
Fort Worth Chapter

LIPSCOMB, O W E N

Feb. 22

The "Classification" Factor in
Disposing of Real Estate

American Society of Women Accountants,
Houston Chapter

P I C K E N S , LELAND C.

Feb. 2

Marketing Decisions: Intuitive or
Informed? Order Processing

The National Association of Pipe Nipple
Manufacturers, Chicago

POLLARD, RICHARD M.

Jan.18

Panelist and Discussion Leader —
Accounting and Expense Control

National Institute of Swimming Pool Contractors

Feb. 17

Current Developments in Taxation
for Savings and Loan Associations

Society of Savings and Loan Controllers,
Kansas City Chapter

TRUEBLOOD, ROBERT M.

W A N T H A L , ALVIN E.

Grand

Rapids

FAIRMAN, ROBERT P.

Changes

Houston
FREEMAN, ALVIN L.

LATTER, T H O M A S C.

Kansas City
H O F F M A N , LOREN G.

SPEAKER

SUBJECT

DATE

AUDIENCE
Advertising Artists Guild, Kansas City

JACKSON, JERRY B.

Feb. 7

Tax Planning

P E T S C H E , ROBERT J.

Feb. 7

Systems

Advertising Artists Guild, Kansas City

T R A N Z O W , FRANK H."

March 16

Control of Staple Merchandise
Inventories

Retail Controllers, Kansas City Chapter

March 21

Outlining the Systems and
Procedures Effort

National Association of Accountants, Kansas City

March 25

Organizing the Systems and
Procedures Effort

Systems and Procedures, Kansas City Chapter

May 5

Future in Public Accounting

Kingsville, Missouri High School

May 26

Return on Investment

Budget Executives Institute, Kansas City Chapter

GIBBS, N E L S O N F .

March 1

Effective Management Reporting

National Association of Accountants, Palos Verdes
Chapter

•INCAUDO, J O S E P H A.

Feb. 15

Profit Planning

National Association of Accountants, Palos Verdes
Chapter

PALFREYMAN, W. R U S S E L L

April 24

The Modern Arena of Professional
Accounting

California State College, Beta Alpha Psi, Los Angeles

PATOTZKA, O W E N B.

Jan. 3

Current Tax Aspects of Multiple
Corporations

California State Society of Certified Public
Accountants, Pasadena Discussion Group

March 7

When Your Tax Return is
Questioned

Los Angeles Miracle Mile Kiwanis Club

April 7

When Your T a x Return is
Questioned

Santa Monica Chapter Society of Professional
Engineers

April 18

The Role of the Tax Accountant —
Historian or Planner

San Fernando Valley State College Accounting
Association

GORDON, K E N N E T H J.

March 16

Presentation of Financial Statements
to Various Groups

Memphis Chapter of N.A.A.

H U N D L E Y , DONALD R.

Jan. 19

What is Expected of Management

Board of Directors, Junior Achievement, Memphis

STARK, D O N F.

March 7

What is New on the Tax Scene

Merchandising Clinic for Mid-South Funeral
Directors

W H I T E H O R N , JERRY E.

Feb. 19

Future in Accounting

Trezevant High School Bookkeeping Class

LARSEN, J A M E S R.

March 3

Estate and Gift Taxes in Estate
Planning

Milwaukee Recreation and Adult Education
Department—XYZ Club

M A I N M A N , GERALD E.

March 10

Make or Buy Decisions

American Management Association Profitability
Accounting Seminar, Chicago

ROBERTSON, L O W E L L L.

Feb. 22

Public Accounting

State University of Iowa, 21st Annual Career's
Conference

TRAWICKI, DONALD J.

Feb. 10

Capital Expenditure Planning

Joint Meeting of Financial Executives' Institute and
Budget Executives' Institute, Denver

Feb. 15

Information Management

University of Wisconsin Management Institute
Presidents' Conference

March 10

Return on Investment

American Management Association Profitability
Accounting Seminar, Chicago

March 21

Work Measurement and Scheduling

Retail Controllers, Milwaukee

April 26

Controlling Marketing Costs

American Marketing Association, Milwaukee

May 16-19

Finance and Accounting for NonFinancial Executives

University of Wisconsin Management Institute
Seminar

Los Angeles

Memphis

Milwaukee

June 13-17 Profitability Accounting
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Minneapolis
Denver Chapter of APEX

Feb. 23

Problems in Using EDP for
Production Control

March 9

Profitability Accounting

Purdue University Financial Controls Classes

April 13

Use of Computer in Production
Control

TIMS-ORS monthly meeting

B U C H A N , J O S E P H and
F L E I S C H E R , DAVID

May 25

Retail Profitability Accounting

NRMA Controllers' Congress

B U C H A N , J O S E P H F.
W A N T H A L , ALVIN E.
GIBBONS, ROBERT P.
H O R N S B Y , RICHARD L.

March 9

Panel discussion—Opportunities in
Management Services

Purdue Industrial Management School graduating
class

T A N G , E. PALMER

Jan. 2

Accounting and EDP

University of Minnesota Accounting Club

B U C H A N , J O S E P H F.

April 20

Computer Challenges to the Internal
Auditor

Institute of Internal Auditors, Twin Cities Chapter

March 2

Opportunities in Public Accounting

Louisiana State University Accounting Club and
Faculty

May 23

A.B.C. Transactions

American Society of Women Accountants,
New Orleans Chapter

Feb. 2

Business Management Methods in
Social Action Programs

Detroit Chapter of T I M S

March 17

Managing Product Distribution

American Management Association Marketing
Profitability Seminar, New York

March 21

Planning and Implementing a Data
Bank

Chamber of Commerce, Buffalo

May 3

Quantitative Techniques—How
Much Does Tomorrow's Executive
Need to Know

Dartmouth College, The Amos Tuck School of
Business Administration

Jan. 3-7

Introduction to Profitability
Accounting
Structuring the Accounts for
Maximum Information and
Control
Capital Budgeting
Make or Buy Decisions

American Management Association Profitability
Accounting and Control Seminar, New York

Feb. 7-11

Effective Distribution Cost Analysis
American Management Association Return on
Marketing—Return on Investment as
Investment Seminar, New York
a Tool for Marketing Management

March
14-18

Marketing Costs and Financial Tools
for Modern Marketing
Return on Investment for
Marketing Management
Integrated Marketing/Financial
Information System

B U C H A N , J O S E P H F.

New Orleans
COIRON, GEORGE A.,

JR.

New York
A C K E R M A N , SANFORD S .

B R O W N , VICTOR H.

JUNE,
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Chairman American Management Association
Managing Marketing Profitability Seminar,
New York

April 18-19 Case Study Presentation—Advanced
Control Class

Harvard Business School Graduate Division, Boston

April 29

Discounted Cash Flow

Irving Trust Company Industrial Financial Seminar,
New York

May 16-19

Introduction to Profitability
Accounting and Control
Structuring the Accounts for Maximum Information and Control
Capital Budgeting
Make or Buy Decisions

American Management Association Profitability
Accounting and Control Seminar, New York

June 17

Return on Investment

Irving Trust Company Corporate Finance
Conference, Atlantic City, N. J.
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Feb. 2

Profitability Accounting

National Association of Accountants, New Jersey
Chapter

March
15-16

Pricing
Planning for Marketing Profit

American Management Association Managing
Marketing Profitability Seminar, New York

April 27

Profitability Accounting

National Association of Accountants, Raritan Chapter

May 18

Pricing for Profit
Profit Planning

American Management Association Profitability
Accounting and Control Seminar, New York

FURMAN, ROBERT M.

Jan. 18

Instalment Method

The First National State Bank of New Jersey—
Seminar

GIBBONS, ROBERT P.

Jan. 4

Variable Budgets

American Management Association Profitability
Accounting Seminar, New York

March 17

Managing Product Distribution

American Management Association Managing
Marketing Profitability Seminar, New York

May 17

Variable Budgets

American Management Association Profitability
Accounting and Control Seminar, New York

H I L L E , ROBERT

Jan. 3

The Role of Cost Standards in Management Planning and Control

American Management Association Profitability
Accounting Seminar, New York

J O H N S O N , WILLIAM G.

April 4

Automation in the Banking Industry

New York Institute of Electronic and Electrical
Engineers Meeting, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

JOYCE, WILLIAM R.

April 26

Career Opportunities in Public
Accounting

Fordham University Beta Alpha Psi Chapter, N. Y.

May 5

The Scope of Management Services

St. Bonaventure University Delta Sigma Chi
Business Fraternity, New York

March 16

Managing Programmed Marketing
American Management Association Managing
Costs—Territory Management
Marketing Profitability Seminar, New York
Managing Programmed Marketing
Costs—Sales Personnel
Managing Programmed Marketing
Costs—Advertising and Promotion

May 17

Distributive Channel and Market
Segment Accounting

American Management Association Profitability
Accounting and Control Seminar, New York

March
17-18

EDP Systems Design
Impact of EDP on Organization

Audit EDP Society—University of Chicago

April 27

Impact of EDP on Management
and Organization

Chairman American Management Association Role of
Management in Business Systems Seminar, N. Y.

Jan. 7

Return on Investment

American Management Association Fundamentals of
Finance for Non-Financial Executives Seminar,
New York

May 12

Return on Investment Methods

American Management Association Division and
Plant Controllers Seminar, New York

Feb. 11

Marketing—Return on Investment as American Management Association Return on
a Tool for Marketing Management
Investment Seminar, New York

March 17

Return on Investment for Marketing
Investment

American Management Association Managing
Marketing Profitability Seminar, New York

O R L I N , HOWARD J.

May 17

Current Problems in MultiCorporate Operations

American Society of Women Accountants, New York

PAD WE, GERALD W.

April 26

Establishing a Market or Value for
Closely Held Stock

American Management Association Estate Planning
for Owners of Family-Held Corporations Seminar,
New York

PAUL, HERBERT M.

April 25

Estate Taxation

American Management Asssociation Estate Planning
for Owners of Family-Head Corporations Seminar,
New York

June 15

Federal Taxation

New York State Society of Certified Public
Accountants Annual Conference

P O W E R S , J O H N F.

May 17

Profit Center and Product Line
Accounting

American Management Association Profitability
Accounting and Control Seminar, New York

R O S E , J O S E P H M.

Feb. 16

Finding New Sources of Financing
for Growth and Problems of
"Going Public"

American Management Association Workshop
Seminar, Solving Growth Problems in the
Family-Held Company

BURCHFIELD, DAVID V .

M A J O R , RICHARD D.

M U L V I H I L L , D E N N I S E.

M U N R O , ROBERT G.

O P I T Z , R O Y B.
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Jan.3-7

The Budgetary Control of Costs
Variable Budgets for Product Costing
and Cost Control
Effective Management Reporting

Chairman—American Management Association
Profitability Accounting Seminar, New York

Feb. 9

Definition of Concept—Uses to Date

American Management Association Return on
Investment Seminar, New York

March
14-17

Marketing Profitability Analysis
Measuring Product Profit
Performance
Measuring Profitability by Market
Segment
Reporting and Controlling
Marketing Costs

American Management Association Managing
Marketing Profitability Seminar, New York

May 16-18

The Budgetary Control of Costs
The Integrated Use of Variable
Budgets for Product Costing and
Cost Control
Effective Management Reporting

Co-Chairman American Management Asssociation
Profitability Accounting and Control Seminar,
New York

STEVENS, ROBERT G.

Jan. 4

Profit Center and Product Line
Accounting

American Management Association Profitability
Accounting Seminar, New York

W E I N S T E I N , EDWARD A.

Jan. 6

The Accountant's Role in
Bankruptcy—Disclosure and
Forecasting

New York State Society of Certified Public
Accountants, Annual Bankers Dinner, Albany
Chapter

June 8

Information Requirements of Credit
Grantors in Bankruptcy Proceedings

New York State Society of Certified Public
Accountants Seminar

SPORER, M A X F.

Philadelphia
BREIDEN, MILLARD L.

Jan.27

Financial Planning and Cost Control

Philadelphia General Hospital Residents and Interns

M A R K H U S , ROGER C.

Apr. 28

Pension and Profit Sharing

PICPA Professional Development Course

Jan. 4

CPA Service for a Small Business

Jenkintown, Pennsylvania Rotary Club

April 13

The Auditors Responsibility for
Detection of Fraud

Lehigh University Accounting Group, Beta Alpha
Psi Chapter

B O W E N , K E N T D.

March 8

Administrative Internal Controls

Duquesne University Business Forum Club

CONWAY, TERRY N.

Feb.21

Management by Objectives

Pure Carbon Company Foreman's Club

March 17

Fit Your Fiscal Year to Your
Business

Credit Association of Western Pennsylvania,
Greensburg Chapter

April 12

Profitability Accounting and
Marketing Decisions

U. S. Department of Commerce—Presidents' Seminar

April 14

Profitability Accounting and
Marketing Decisions

Data Processing Management Association

Feb. 20

Profitability Accounting

Univac Sales and Systems Force

March 15

Accounting Information Systems
for Decision Making

The Institute of Management Sciences, Pittsburgh
Chapter

PAIER, ADOLF A., J R .

Pittsburgh

D I M A R I O , J O S E P H F.

H E N D E R S O N , ALAN D.

R O S S I , H E N R Y J.
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April 4

Profitability Accounting

IBM Sales and Systems Group

April 12

Concepts of Profitability Accounting

U. S. Department of Commerce—Presidents' Seminar

April 14

Profitability Accounting

Data Processing Management Association

Jan. 5

Securities & Exchange Commission

Duquesne University

Jan. 26

Career in Public Accounting

Wheeling University

April 13

Internal Control and Expense
Reduction

Mechanical Contractors' Association and
Associated Plumbing Contractors' Association
Management Methods Seminar, Pittsburgh

April 28

Financial Planning for Retailers

U. S. Department of Commerce Seminar

March 14

Accounting and Financial
Reporting for Contractors

General Insurance Company of America, Annual
Convention of Associated General Contractors,
Washington, D.C.
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SCHARPF, NORMAN W.

DATE
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March 17

Methods of Accounting—Tax Aspects Construction Industry Executives Seminar sponsored
by Colorado National Bank, Denver
Estimate—Bid Function and Control
of Job Progress and Cost

April 13

Estimate—Bid Function and Control Mechanical Contractors' Association and
Associated Plumbing Contractors' Association
of Job Progress and Cost
Management Methods Seminar, Pittsburgh
Methods of Accounting—Tax Aspects

Jan. 19

Accounting for Management

Savings and Loan Controllers, Greater Pittsburgh
Chapter

Feb.20

Professional Accountant

Univac Sales and Systems Force

April 4

Role of the CPA

IBM Sales and Systems Group

April 12

Effective Management Reports

U. S. Department of Commerce—Presidents' Seminar

April 14

Effective Management Reports

Data Processing Management Association

SIMPSON, WILLIAM J.

April 13

Basic Tax Planning Concepts and
Form of Organization
Multiple Corporations, Closely-Held
Corporations and Estate Planning

Mechanical Contractors' Association and
Associated Plumbing Contractors' Association
Management Methods Seminar, Pittsburgh

W E R B A N E T H , L O U I S A., J R .

March 15

Effective Strategic Planning

Credit Club of the Credit Association of Western
Pennsylvania

March 17

Shareholder-Employee Tax Benefits
Profit Planning and Management
Reports

Construction Industry Executives Seminar sponsored
by Colorado National Bank, Denver

April 12

Effective Strategic Planning

U. S. Department of Commerce—Presidents' Seminar

April 13

Profit Planning and Management
Reports
Shareholder-Employee Tax Benefits

Mechanical Contractors' Association and
Associated Plumbing Contractors' Association
Management Methods Seminar, Pittsburgh

Feb.21

Management by Objectives

Pure Carbon Company Foreman's Club

April 17

Accounting as a Profession

Keystone Oaks High School Career Night

Feb. 3

Accounting Problems Facing
Agriculture Cooperatives

National Society of Accountants for Cooperatives,
Gulf States Chapter, Jackson, Mississippi

April 26

Problems Facing Accountants
for Cooperatives

National Society of Accountants for Cooperatives,
Northeast Chapter, Syracuse, New York

LAWLER, JAMES P.

March 11

Employment Opportunties in
Accounting

Monroe County Community College Students

SALLERSON, EDWARD

April 19

Disclosure of Departures From
Opinions of the Accounting
Principles Board

New York State Society of Certified Public
Accountants, Rochester Chapter

BRUEN, J O H N F., J R .

June 6

Uniform Accounting Practices for
Home Builders

National Association of Home Builders,
Retail Meeting, Kentucky

F L E I S H E R , DAVID L.

May 26

Profitability Accounting in Retail
Stores

Retail Controllers Congress, Minneapolis

F L E I S H E R , DAVID L.
HORNSBY, RICHARD L.
KEYDEL, J O H N F.

June 6

Profitability Accounting

Conducted American Management Association
Profitability Accounting Seminar, St. Louis

HORNSBY, RICHARD L.

March l-l

Chart of Accounts
Product Line Accounting

American Management Association Profitability
Accounting Seminar

March 10

Case Study Presentation

Purdue Graduate School of Industrial Administration

Jan.19

Expense Controls

National Association of Accountants, Memphis

C R E E K , EDDIE C.

April 23

Opportunities in Accounting Field

Business Careers Conference, coordinated by
San Diego County Department of Education

E ' G O L F , MARVIN A.
M O O N E Y , ROBERT J.

Feb. 25

Tax Ideas for Rental Owners

Apartment and Rental Owners Association of
San Diego

W I T T , HARRY W.

Rochester
BROWN, GAIL N.

St. Louis

KEYDEL, J O H N F.

San Diego
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Feb. 21

SUBJECT
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Operations of the CPA Society
in California

Channel Counties Chapter of the CPA Society

March 3

Professional Ethics

San Diego State College Accounting Society

April 26

Work Measurement and its Applications in the Retail Industry

San Diego Retail Controllers Group

April 28

Responsibilities of the In Charge
Accountant

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
Staff Training Course for In Charge Accountants

M A L K I N D , J O H N J.

April 18

Liabilities and Operations

Bankers Institute Seminar

M O O N E Y , ROBERT J.

Jan.25

Taxes and Licenses
Record Keeping and Business
Regulations
Advantages and Disadvantages of
Buying an Existing Business or
Starting a New Business

Small Business Administration Pre-Business Workshop

March 24

Current Matters in Income Tax

American Society of Women Accountants

Jan. 20

Modern Recordkeeping

Madison High School

Jan.21

Business Occupations

Clairemont High School

March 14

Reporting and Report Evaluation

American Institute of Bankers

March 8

A Framework for Analysis on Bank
Profitability

National Association of Bank Auditors and
Controllers, San Francisco Chapter

April 23

Development of Management
Services Personnel

The American Accounting Associations, Annual
Meeting of Pacific Coast Section

Jan. 10

Progress Report on Systems and
Plant Observations

Frozen Potato Products Institute, Cost Accounting
Committee, Seattle

Jan. 21

Proposed Revision of Uniform
Manual

National Association of Frozen Food Packers,
Executive Committee, Washington, D.C.

Jan.21

Earnings and Financial Ratios

Dried Fruit Association of California, participants
in National Commission on Food Marketing Study,
San Francisco

E S T E S , ROBERT C.

May 20

Taxation of Cooperatives

California Canners & Growers, Officers and
Executives

HURTADO, CORYDON

April 7

Data Processing's Impact on
Management

San Francisco Phi Gamma Delta Graduate Chapter

W A L T E R S , R A L P H E.

April 23

The Professional Pyramid

Michigan College Accounting Educators' Conference,
Calvin College, Grand Rapids

W E I N T H A L E R , EDWARD L.

April 4-5

Organization Planning
Tools for Organizational Planning
& Control

American Management Association Organization
Planning and Control Seminar, San Francisco

April 18

Impact of Data Processing on Order
Processing Systems

Administrative Management Society

SHUMA, RICHARD G.

March 22

A Career as a Certified Public
Accountant

California Society of Certified Public Accountants,
1966 Career Guidance Institute sponsored by
Santa Clara County Office of Education

SULLIVAN, JERRY M.

March 10

Audits of Savings & Loan Associations by Supervisory Agencies and
Independent Certified Public
Accountants

U. S. Savings & Loan League for Savings and
Loan Personnel Seminar

ALKIRE, DURWOOD L.

March 16

A CPA's Reaction to Business Life
Insurance

North Seattle Life Underwriters

ANDERSON, J O H N

Jan.

Public x\ccounting as a Career

Renton High School Career Day Program

B E N J A M I N , ROBERT M.

March 22

Auditing EDP Systems

Short Course in EDP for Accountants,
University of Washington

O L S O N , G L E N A.

TARAMASCO, RAYMOND D.

San Francisco
BODMAN, RICHARD S.

BOWEN, D A L E S.

San Jose

Seattle

JUNE,

1966
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M C L E A N , GARY Ar

March 22

Operating Systems and Practical
Problems

Short Course in EDP for Accountants,
University of Washington

M C L E A N , GARY A.
R O A T S , GARY C.
TALBOT, JACK W.

Jan. 25

EDP Today and Tomorrow

University of Washington, Beta Alpha Psi

Feb. 16

Travel and Entertainment Expenses

University of Washington, Tax Clinic for Small
Business

March 21

Current Tax Problems in Savings
and Loan Associations

Society of Savings & Loan Controllers,
Puget Sound Chapter

S W E N S O N , NORMAN E.
W H E E L E R , J. G A R T H

Articles
AUTHOR

EDITION

TITLE

PUBLICATION

Chicago
H I N Z E , P H I L I P L.

March

New Trap for Real Estate
Corporations

The Journal of Accountancy

PERRY, RAYMOND E.

Feb.

Comprehensive Income Tax
Allocation

The Journal of Accountancy

Feb.

Streamlining Management Reports
for Motor Carriers

Report to Management

CRAMER, DONALD H.

April

How to Attract and Hire College
Graduates

The Journal of Accountancy

DODWELL, J O S E P H W.

June

Operational Auditing: A Part of
the Basic Audit

The Journal of Accountancy

EBERT, CARROLL E.

Feb.

Merchandise Classification—
How Far, How Fast, What Cost?

Retail Control

FURMAN, ROBERT M.

Feb.

Tax Topics

Retail Control

O R L I N , HOWARD J.

March &
April

Gross Receipts Tax on Transactions
between Affiliates

New York State Certified Public Accountant

Spring

Basic Tax Concepts of Combining
and Reorganizing Corporations

The Accounting Journal of Brooklyn College

May

The Tax ABC's of Corporate
Reorganizations

Taxation for Accountants

March

The Critical Factor in Construction
Industry Credit Evaluation

Credit and Financial Management

March

Why Keep Records?

Rental Owners News

April

Bookkeeping—Basic Record
Keeping for Rental Management

Rental Owners News

Detroit
M L O T , ALOYSIUS M.

Executive Office

/Veto York

PAUL, HERBERT M.

Pittsburgh
R O S S I , H E N R Y J.

San Diego
E ' G O L F , MARVIN A.
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Advanced Business S y s t e m s — Sherman C. Blumenthal has been instrumental in organizing a local chapter
of Special Interest Group on Real-Time Processing of the
Association for Computing Machinery. He is serving as
chairman for this local chapter, the first one in the country. At present there are thirty members representing
about twenty organizations.
Boston — Donald C. Wiese has participated in several
more radio and television programs, answering questions
on income taxes telephoned in by the public. H e appeared
on radio station W H D H for half hour periods; on W M E X
for three hours; and also appeared on a half hour television show.
Morris Goodman has been nominated as member of
Council of the AICPA for a term of three years.
Samuel J. Moshcovitz has been appointed as the CPA
representative of the New Century Club's Nominating
Committee in Boston.
James A. Bemis, Charles E. Coutre, Gerald Gerson,
Richard Gilet, George A. Kean, I I I , Raymond J. Levesque, George A. McDonough and Michael F. Walsh,
Jr., who have devoted a great deal of time as advisors
toward the advancement of Junior Achievement during
the 1965-66 program, were given recognition for their
work at the Advisors Recognition Dinner at the Hotel
Somerset in Boston. Stanley E. H a r t represented TRB&S
in accepting a bronze plaque presented to the firm for
their participation as a Counselling Firm.
William S. Harter, New York, James M. Lynch, Boston,
Carroll E. Ebert and Charles F. Brown, Chicago, represented TRB&S on a panel introducing the new financial
and operating group, " F O G , " of Men's Wear Retailers
of America at their annual convention in Dallas. This
group from TRB&S has been working with the " F O G "
committee in the development of an accounting manual
for the industry, which was introduced at the meeting.
Mr. Lynch started the meeting by outlining the needs of
the industry for financial planning and use of advanced
business decision-making tools.
Chicago — H. Justin Davidson has been named to the
Project Consulting Committee of the American Accounting Association, for a research project to be conducted by
Professor Neil Churchill of the Carnegie Institute of
Technology.
Mr. Davidson was also one of the discussants at the
Conference on Empirical Research in Accounting sponsored by the University of Chicago, Graduate School of
JUNE,
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Business, Institute of Professional Accountants.
Donald I. Hausman appeared on the Jerry Williams
Show on radio station WBBM. Mr. Hausman was chosen
to appear as a guest on the program by the Illinois Society
of CPAs, who were asked to supply a member to discuss
income taxes, and answer questions from the radio audience.
Raymond J. Revers, C. Eugene Sturgeon, James O.
Teeter and Philip E. Leone took part in a seminar on the
subject, "Effective Budgeting for the Small Business,"
under the sponsorship of the Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry.
T h e Abstractors Section of the American Land Title
Association held a Management Seminar at the Sheraton
O'Hare Inn, Chicago. John Bly, William H. Frewert and
Glenn J. Hartung participated in the tax session, while
I. Ted David, Raymond J. Revers and James O. Teeter
took part in the management control session.
Cincinnati — Walter Novikoff has been nominated for
vice-president of the Cincinnati Chapter of the Ohio
Society of CPAs. Mr. Novikoff has served as a member of
the Committee on Relations between Bankers and CPAs,
and as chairman of the Committee on Services to Local
Practitioners. He was secretary-treasurer of the chapter
in 1963-64.
Denver — Charles E. Husted has been elected president
of the Denver Chapter of the Budget Executive's Institute
for the coming year.
Mr. Husted has also been appointed chairman of the
Colorado Society Computer and Management Services
Advisory Committee.
Detroit — Harry G. Troxell was one of the three judges
in the Junior Achievement of Southeastern Michigan
Treasurer-of-the-Year-Contest. This contest is sponsored
by the Michigan Association of CPAs to select the best
treasurer from the 380 Junior Achievement Companies
in the Southeastern Michigan District, which is the
largest J.A. District in the U.S.
Executive Office — Robert Beyer was the only individdual selected from the public accounting profession to be
elected a member of a newly created "Business Advisory
Counsel" established by the University of Wisconsin to
lead the School of Commerce in developing a modern
forward-looking program for business education.
Donald H. Cramer has been elected president of the
New York Chapter of the National Association of Accountants.
Robert M. Trueblood, along with Thomas L. Whisler,
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Professor of Industrial Relations, Graduate School of
Business, University of Chicago; Terrence Hanold, Executive Vice President, The Pillsbury Company; and J. L.
Watson, Vice President, Information Services, United Air
Lines, gave an executive evaluation of T h e New "Decision
Tools," as part of a Management Conference sponsored
by T h e Graduate School of Business and T h e Executive
Program Club of the University of Chicago. The panel,
drawing on individual experiences, gave an evaluation
of the potential impact on executive decision making and
executive organization of new techniques and technology.
Houston — Thomas C. Latter has accepted the position
of chairman of the Texas Society's Committee on Taxation for the year 1966-67, and has also been elected a
director of the Texas Society of CPAs for the 1966 term.
Owen Lipscomb has recently appeared on T V T a x
Shows, K T R K , as a panelist. The program was sponsored
by the Houston Chapter of the American Society of
Women Accountants.
Mr. Lipscomb has been elected president of the Houston Business and Estate Planning Council for 1966-67.
Mr. Lipscomb also accepted the position of chairman
of the Professional Sub-committee of the Texas Society's
Committee on Federal Taxation for 1966-67.
Leland C. Pickens has been elected national treasurer
of the Budget Executives Institute for the year 1966-67.
Mr. Pickens has also been appointed chairman of a
special committee on Chapter Formation Qualifications
of the Budget Executives Institute.
T h e following have been asked to serve on Committees of the Houston Chapter of the Texas Society of
CPAs for the 1966-67 year: Wesley Ashendorf, State and
Local Taxes; Raymon J. de Reyna, Management Services; Joseph Fleckinger, Roster; Alvin L. Freeman, Estate
Planning; Lawrence Glazer, Public Relations; Thomas
C. Latter, Long Range Objectives and Planning; Richard
M. Pollard, Cooperation with Educational Institutions;
George Weber, Meeting Arrangements.
Kansas City — Loren G. Hoffman served as "Professor
for a Day" at the Business and Public Administration
Week at the University of Missouri in Columbia.
Frank H. Tranzow was elected to the Board of. Governors of the University of Michigan Alumni Club of
Kansas City. He was also appointed to the Kansas City
Area Central Committee for the University of Michigan
$55 million program.
Mr. Tranzow was also appointed a member of the
Membership Committee of the Budget Executives Institute of Kansas City.
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Los A n g e l e s — Jacqueline Kanaga participated on a
television panel, on " T a x Facts by Phone" on K C O P
with Robert Riddell, district director of Internal Revenue,
and Bruce Walker, assistant executive officer of the California Franchise Tax Board.
Mr. & Mrs. Richard C. Stratford have established a
$40,000 fund at the School of Business of Brigham Young
University, for a seriees of seminars designed to expand
the horizon of faculty and students in areas of and peripheral to business education and research. T h e Stratford
fund will bring outstanding scholars in business and related fields to the campus for discussion of their fields
as they apply to business. Dr. David C. McClelland,
chairman of the Department of Social Relations of Harvard University, lectured on "Achievement Motivation"
at the first lecture. Two seminars are planned each year
under the sponsorship of the fund.
Memphis — Jerry E. Whitehorn has been appointed to
the Memphis Chapter of the Tennessee Society's Committee on High School Recruiting.
Minneapolis — Clarence E. Holtze served as a panel
member discussing "Inadequacies in Retail Internal Controls as We see T h e m " at the Twin City Retail Controllers Association meeting.
James F. Pitt acted as moderater on a panel discussion
of Professional Ethics at the annual meeting of the Minnesota Society of CPAs.
Carl G. Pohlman was elected president of the Minneapolis Chapter of the National Association of Accountants.
E. Palmer Tang has been named to the accounting
committee of the National Association of Small Business
Investment Companies for 1966.
In connection with CPA consultation service, the Minnesota Society has selected James F. Pitt to serve on the
Tax Practice Committee, and E. Palmer Tang to serve
on the Management of an Accounting Practice Committee.
N e w York — Arthur Michaels was elected vice president
of the New York State Society of CPAs, and was named
chairman of the Budget and Finance Committee of the
New York State Society for the year beginning June 1,
1966.
Mr. Michaels has also been named by the Board of
Directors of the Columbia Graduate School of Business
Alumni Association to the committee being organized
by Dean Courtney Brown, to assist with plans for the
many activities being developed in connection with the
50th anniversary of the Columbia School of Business.
THE
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Edward A. Weinstein has been elected chairman of
the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Procedures Committee
of the New York State Society of CPAs.
Mr. Weinstein's article, "Let the Buyer Beware!" has
been selected for inclusion in the current edition of SEL E C T E D S T U D I E S IN M O D E R N A C C O U N T I N G ,
a collection of articles from T h e Journal of Accountancy.
N e w a r k — People from accounting firms, private industry and governmental agencies attended on all-day
AICPA presentation on Statistical Sampling recently in
East Brunswick, New Jersey. William A. Bergen is chairman of the Statistical Sampling Committee of the New
Jersey State Society which sponsored the session. Among
the committee members assisting him in arranging the
meeting was James Del Vacchio of the Newark staff.
Rochester — Gail N. Brown has been chosen to serve
on the Chapter Operations Committee of the New York
State Society of CPAs.
San D i e g o —• Richard Barnes participated on a San
Diego radio station giving tax advice during the programs being developed by the San Diego CPA chapter.
Eddie C. Creek, chairman of the Fellowship Committee
of the San Diego Chapter of California Society of Certified Public Accountants, presented and participated in
their 3rd annual program held at the Town and Country.
Gene Hardy and Charles Fox also participated in the
program.
James B. Kuhn taught during April at the AICPA
In-Charge Accountants Training School at California
Polytechnical College, and, in May, he conducted their
course in-Standards of Reporting, and the California
Society's course on Ethics.
Mr. Kuhn is also serving on a panel which will discuss
The Role of Attorneys and CPAs in Connection with
Family Law Questions.
Walter A. Turner, Jr. was nominated for secretary of
the San Diego Chapter of CPAs.
San Francisco — Richard S. Bodman was appointed as
chairman of the Management Services Committee of the
San Francisco chapter of The State Society.
Mr. Bodman was also elected vice president of the San
Francisco Chapter of the Budget Executives Institute for
the year 1966-67. He was formerly treasurer.
S e a t t l e — Garry A. McLean served as chairman of the
reception committee for the American Institute of Industrial Engineers conference in Seattle.
JUNE,
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W a s h i n g t o n — Karney A. Brasfield was one of three
recipients of the Major Contribution award given by The
Federal Government Accountants Association's Washington chapter. The award is given for major contributions in the fields of financial management and administration in and outside of government and for helping
to foster the aims of the association. Mr. Brasfield is
presently chairman of the AICPA committee on Relations
with the Federal Government, and holds a charter membership in the FGAA.

With Alumni.

..

A d v a n c e d Business S y s t e m s — Robert V. Head has
joined Computer Sciences Corporation as manager of
Management Information Technology.
Chicago — Gene J. Dyer resigned to accept a position
at Phoenix Trimming Co., a Chicago office client.
Detroit — Frank P. Kerwin, a member of the Detroit
audit staff since 1962, has resigned to accept an accounting position with Energy Conversion Devices, Inc., one
of our clients.
David M. Smith, an audit supervisor, who has been
with the firm since 1959, has accepted a position as assistant comptroller of Chrysler Credit Corporation.
Executive Office — W. Thomas Porter, who had been
director of education for the firm since 1964, resigned to
take a position with the University of Washington as director of executive development programs and associate professor of accounting. Mr. Porter's duties will place him on
the dean's administrative committee of the College of
Business Administration and his teaching responsibilities
will be in courses on computer, information systems, and
management auditing.
Grand Rapids — William E. Shafer, who has been with
the firm since 1958, resigned to take a position with
Michigan Wheel Company, one of our clients.
Los A n g e l e s — Charles Cox has resigned to accept a
position at Brentwood Financial Corporation.
N e w York — Anthony c Potenza is now Financial Assistant to the President of Roblin Steel Co., North Tonawanda, New York.
Phoenix — Miles H. Bresee, Jr., an alumnus of the
Phoenix office, was recently elected assistant treasurer of
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Great Western Financial Corporation. Mr. Bresee is also
the Corporation's tax manager.
San Francisco — Charles M. Blair has resigned to become associated with Lawrence H. Douglas & Co., Inc.,
stockbrokers.
Frederick J. Murata has accepted a position with
Diamond Properties as assistant controller.
Joseph Y. Nishimura has joined the Scott Co., plumbing contractors, as controller.
Gerald H. T r a u t m a n is manager of finance of the California Date Growers Association in India.
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S e a t t l e — Dean D. Thornton, an alumnus of the Seattle
office, is now treasurer of T h e Boeing Company. Mr.
Thornton had been assistant treasurer since he left the
Seattle management services staff in 1963.
Orville E. Melby, also a Seattle office alumnus, vacated
the treasurer position and moved to the Commercial Airplane Division of T h e Boeing Company as vice president
—sales and contracts.
Gary C. Roats resigned to become controller of Chris
Berg, Inc., a client of our office.
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